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SATURDAY, MAY 2, 1970

Estranged Husband Slays Rival, Blinds Wife
Hamilton Girl.
Named 'Miss
Magnifique'

Metropolitan Opera's Suspect Is Arrested
Top Star Coming Here Night After Slaying

man, who;
A 32-year-old
• Leorityne Price, one 01 the her sensational debut with the
Miss Valeria Jean Phillips, a Metropolitan Opera's top rank- Metropolitan Opera as Leonora reportedly threatened to kill!
Ilamilton high School senior. ing stars since 1961, will make in Verdi's "II Trovatore" in his wife and members of her
family, shot and killed a friend
was named "Miss Magnifique" her first appearance in 10, 1961.
Miss Price now stands at the of his wife and shot and seriousin the second annual contest years in Memphis on January
sponsored by the Omega Psi 14 in a Gala Concert. co-spon- pinnacle of the music world ly wounded his wife last FriPhi Fraternity and its auxiliary sored by Memphis State Uni-. and is universally regarded as day night as the car in whichl
versity Opera Theater and Arts one of the greatest artists of they were riding stopped for
the Que-Ettes.
Appreciation.
our time. Her operatic triumphs a traffic light at Kerr and BelMiss Phillips, the daughter of The Gala Concert will be par include performances in San levue.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phillips, of the Memphis State Univer Francisco, Vienna, Salzburg,
Thomas Frank Hassell, 41.
was crowned during a pageant
La Scala, Covent Garden who lived at 831 Kerr was shot
held in the Melrose High School
where she sang "Aida" a to death and Mrs. Joyce Dyer)
auditorium.
presentation that lives in one's 27, was shot in the head and,
memory as the finest perfor- lost the sight in her right eye.;
Flowers were presented to,
mance of the role there since A bullet severed the optic
Miss Phillips by Bill Killebrew,'
the war") and in Chicago.
who is known as "Captain Bill".
nerve. Her condition on Monon a children's television show.'
In 1964 she was ararded the day was listed as fair.
Trophies were presented to
Medal of Freedom by President; William H. Dyer. 32, estran2runners-up by a local baking
Johnson and in September of ed husband of Mrs. Dyer who
firm.
1964, she made a triumphant was thought to have been in
Idebut in Moscow. In October, Detroit, was arrested the folThe current "Miss MagnifiHOM
ILSSSELL
1 1966, she inaugurated the New lowing night after an unidenque" will be eligible to compete
i Metropolitan Opera at Lincoln tified woman saw him changin a talent hunt to be held at
'Center as Cleopatra in Barber's ing Michigan license plates on Relatives of Mr. Hassell said
the Omega Psi Phi Fraternity
1"Antony and Cleopatra." Two his automobile and called po- that his funeral would be held
Lousiville
in
district meeting
on Wednesday of this week at
years later in June of 1968, she lice.
the Easter weekend in 1971.
I dedi•cated her first Birtish con- Mr. Hassell was married but the St. Stephen Baptist Church
cert to the memory of Martin was separated from his wife, with the Rev. 0. C. Crivins deLuther King and Robert Ken- Mrs. Jimmie Lynn Hassell, livering the eulogy. Victory
Funeral Homes is in charge
an unforgettable per- according to his relatives.
nedy.
LEONTYNE PRICE
formance that drew glorious, Both Mr. Hassell and Mrs. of arrangements.
Mr. Hassell was a veteran of
Dyer were employed at the
sity Opera 22 series, and all rave reviews.
; the Koran War.
season ticket holders will be Season Tickets to the Mem- Federal Reserve Bank here. Ile
is survived by four
entitled to a free ticket to the phis State University Opera He worked in the maintenance
broghers.
Sidney Hassell, 1958
and
;section,
Mrs.
Dyer
was
22 series, which include Miss
"Bonus Concert."
Frisco, Apt. 5; Richard HasA one-day camp meeting for
A graduate of Juilliard Price's concert at the Music employed as a money counter. sell, 1845 E.
Perstets; Jesse
Mrs. Dyer and her husband
the South Central Conference of School of Music, the soprano Hall, are now on sale, although
Seventh Day Aeventists will be was born in Laurel. Mississippi. current season holders have were separated more than a Hassell, 1811 S. Barksdale;
held this Saturday, May 2. at where her early musical talents priority on renewing their sea- year ago and was living with, and Henry Eugene Hassell,
the Longview Heights Seventh were displayed at the keyboard son tickets until May 15th. her parents. Mr. and Mrs. H.J. Coldwater. Miss.: and two sisDay Adventist Church at 685 E. and in church choirs. She gain- More ticket information may DeSarzant, of 672 East Trigg ters, Mrs. Bernice Cobb, ChiMallory. Elder J. M. Doggette ed international prominence in be obtained by calling the ave. with her five children, cago. and Mrs. Maudine Gray,
will be the host minister for *he .1952. when she sang the role-of Memphis State Ticket Office, ranging in ages from eight to Markham. Ill.
At the time of the shooting
meeting.
Bess in a revival of Gershwin's located in the Student Center, 10 months.
Gies hound-Tri-State Defender "Women of
WOMAN OF THE YEAR — Mrs. Susie
It was some six months ago, fast Friday night, police were
321-1041.
made
She
Bess."
and
"Por2v
Members from the states of
the Year" luncheon at the Living R o o m.
Davis. Director of the Beale Street /Baptist
Mrs. DeSarzant said. that Dyer near the scene and thought
Tennessee. Kentucky, Alabama
Mrs. Davis was named "Woman of t h e
flay Care Center recieves a silver bowl
had said he was going to kill only a collision had occurred
and Mississippi will be present.
Year" by the readers of the Tri-State Defrom Joe Black, Vice President Greyhound
her and members of her family. after Mr. Hassell's car ran
Elder Charles Dudley of Nashtender for her outstanding work with t h e
Corporation and a corsage from Mrs. WhitHe was here on Easter," into the rear of one driven by
viille is president of the South
children of working mothers in the Beale
tier A. Sengstacke, wife of the General
Mrs. Desarzant said, "but he Lonnie James of 1584 S. BelCentral Conference.
Street area. (Withers Photo)
Manager et tioe Tri-State Defender at t h e
acted so arrogant that we levue, who had stopped in front
wouldn't let him come into the of Mr. Hassell's car.
house. He was permitted to A few seconds before, Dyer
visit the children, but they had leaped from his car, racA public hearing regarding would not tolerate the kind would go out to his car, on
the ed up to the passenger side of
have
the appointment of Atty. A. of personal attacks which
the Hassell car, opened the
and
street.
him."
see
W. Willis to the Shelby County been made on him in the past. , Mrs.
DeSarzant said that she door and fired at Mr. Hassell
Housing Authority was termiWilliam T. "Jack" Simmons, learned that instead of going and his wife, then escaped.
nated last Monday after one
Mrs. Dyer was able to idenidentified himself as an back to Detroit after the Easter
who
Photographers. telev isian at Memphis, was speaker at of three County Court Squires, assistant director of CRASH visit, that her son-in-law re- tify her. husband as the asCorMrs.
told
Dillard,
cameramen and radio and the morning convocation which Stanley
Against mained here in Memphis and sailant.
(Commuity
Revolt
Williams, son of Theatre Arts
Phillip
reporters visited was highlighted -by the ap- nelia Crenshaw that the com- Sub-standard
newspaper
told had been trailing his estrang- Mrs. DeSarzant said her sonHousing)
At
WilH.
UniverTennessee
Percy
State
Mr. and Mrs.
campus pearance of faculty members plaint would have to be put in the committee
LeMoyne-Owen
the
that Mr. Willis ed wife since then. Their di- in-law had moved to Memphis
liams of 1044 Leon Place. sity he is vice-president of
writing.
Friday, April 24, to help the in their colorful academic
was well-qualified for the post vorce was supposed to become'from Woodstock, Va., after
Memphis, h a s been selected the Tennessee State Players
historic 109th robes.
During her dispute with to which he had been appoint- final in July. it was said.
its
record
college
marrying her daughter.
other Guild. a University Counselor,
thirteen
with
'along
Squire Dillard, Mrs. Crenshaw
anniversary.
students of Tennessee State ,a member of Theta Alpa Phi
Speaking at the evening ses- asked him if he had not at one ed, and that Mrs. Crenshaw
The one-day celebration of- sion was Dr. Gardner C. Taywas conducting a personal
University of Nashville, to'National Dram atic Honor
' time said that NAACP meant campaign against Mr. Willis,
four separate events: 'or, pastor of Concord Baptist
fered
perform for troops in Belgium, Society, member of the Tennesmorning convocation, a Church of Christ in Brooklyn, "Niggers aint acting like and wasting the County Court's
Holland. Italy. and Germany see State Forensic Squad, mem- a
colored people," and he said time,
a panel discussion N.Y.
luncheon,
July
through
ber
the
Council
of
6,
Collegiate
beginning May
A uleket line has been set up and Came back with less than
that he had probably said that.
for
program
evening
an
and
of the United Nations and the
8.
at a 7-11 Store at 1680 Jackson amount of money which was
would
and
had
he
yes
said
she
who
Crenshaw,
then
said
Mrs.
high.
had
Both speakers
the public.
The tour is sponsored by Student Election Commission.
was representing Action Con- following the arrest of a Mem- supposed to have been given
LeMoyne-Owenl probably say it again.
f3r
It was a holiday on campus praise
USD. AETA (The American He has performed in such
•
had ask that the phis State University sophomore her.
solidated,
a
into
got
also
Dillard
Mr.
the.
that
fact
the
to
pointing
Educational Theatre Associa- dramatic productions as "Me- for students as all c lasses I
It
adjust
to
betried
matters
who
was
court
the
squires
to
reported that Mrs.
subpoena
Ezekiel
Rev.
the
with
dispute
tion) and the Department of dea," "The Clark Heritage." were recessed * for the day- college has provided higher,
sitting in the John J. Hooker of Nashville, the tween his young sister and a Luke J. Weathers, ill, went
was
who
Bell.
whoi
hundreds
for
education
the
"Earth and Stars." "Shoes," long affair,
Defense. Accompanying
clerk in the store, who alleged- into the store and was called a
otherwise would have been audience and saying nothing, Rev. Ben Hooks, James Kerwin
group will be their manager "Antigone," "Suppressed DeThe college choir, under
short-changed the child last liar by the clerk. When t h e
ly
and
Ralph
H.
FHA
of
Rev.
the
him•
asked
Dillard
Mr.
until
and director, Dr. Thomas E. sires." "The Glorified Brat," recti3n of Mrs. Mildred D.,denied this opportunity.
child's brother. Luke Weathto second a mg, Jackson with certain records, Sunday.
going
was
he
if
Pots. They will present a and "Tribute to Z. Alexander Green, received spirited ap- . Dr. Juanita Williamson was.
Odell Dotson that but the committee said that it Trina Weathers, six-year-old ers. III, Tried to adju4,t m a tby
made
tion
two-act variety show entitled Looby." In 1967 Phillip receiv- plause
ipenings of, chairman of the day with Dr.1
during
Jesse Turner disquali- had no such powers, but was daughter of Luke J. Weathers, ters, the MSU' sophomore was
T i me" featuring ed the :Best Actor's Award" the evening session with the Charles Dinkins the coordina-i Squire
"Rhythm
as a member con- only sitting to decide whether Jr., of 1721 Greenview Circle arrested be police called by the
himself
fy
I
the latest in dancing, music for his performance in "Me- singing of "Aquarius." "What tor..
the matter should be heard by and a retired colonel in the U.S clerk, brutally handled by the
the hearing.
ducting
dea."
and comedy.
the World Needs Now," "Allethe Shelby County Quarterly ; Air Force, reportedly went into police and charged with disorWhen Mr. Dillard asked Rev. Court.
Phillip. a junior history ma- I On the tour Phillip will serve luia," "Roll , Jordan Roll" Others appearing on pro! the store for some merchandise derly conduct,
minisjor at Tennessee State is a as Business Manager of the and "Ain't That Good News." gram included students, facul- Bell for the second, the
L. Bowden, ty members, trustees, friends -ter stated that Mr. Dillard was
1967 graduate of Douglass Company, Master of CereDr. William
picking on him and demanded
High School where he received monies. actor, singer, and dan- president of So uthwestern and visiting educators.
an apolegy.
his first dramatic training und- cer. Phillip hopes to attend
er Mrs. Beulah Reed. who also graduate school to pursue
Mr. Dillard replied. '- All
inspired him to continue in a master's degree in Fine Arts
right, I apologize. Now yotj sit
down or I'll have you thrown
out of here:'
Mr. Willis told the committee., which also included Squire
Oscar Edmonds and the county attorney Hearn Tidwell, th. '
he intended to serve on the
Housing Authority and that he
--- I
Occupants of neighborBy PERRY 0. WITHERS
High winds in a thunderstorm ing units reported that on sevwere responsible for the total eral previous stormy occasions
destruction of an auto belong- large limbs, falling from t h e
ing to Billy Johnson, 29, of 1946 same tree, had been responsi
Heitz, apartment, 2, in the BeltzJ ble for broken power lines lead
Park Apartments. The car, a ing to the apartment building
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster, pas.
black 1965 Chevrolet, hat: its, The high winds that struck
tor of East Trigg Baaptist
passenger compartment a n at around 3:30 a.m. Thursday,
Church, will be honored at the:
rear flattened when a 140 yeari April 24: were part of a violent
kaok
on Wednesday night,,
church
least
at
old White Oak tree crashedI thunderstorm, including
May 6, at 7:30 p.m. at tt
1 TOP SALESMAN — Michdown under the force of 65 mile one tornado which swept across
Golden Hour Service marking
the South side of Memphis rip- ael ('ooper w ood received
per hour winds.
50 years in the ministry.
The tree, 120 feet tall, rooted ping off roofs, downing utility a walkie-talkie as sixth prize
His writings will be on disTri-State Defendto the side and just hack of the poles. tossing trailers about winner in the
trana
play
won
Contest.
and songs and poems he
With
er's
Benny
MOODY
Easter
WAYNE
trees.
fling
doe
and
Johnson residence, snapped and
the cits toppling over trees. The car was
A ToT 1.1. Loss _ Workmen are seen here
he increased his sistor radio in the Easter Run- wrote will be featured.
fell extending itself across the There were many injuries re- a base of 275,
demolished, like many others around t h e
of 41e,
being spon- uncovering an aulomobile which was
is
program
base
The
which
a
in615,
an
to
was
sales
ny
With
('ontest.
Damage
deaths.
no
but
ported,
lot.
parking
turf and into the
morning
city. (Withers Photo)
increase to 481, sored lit the Baptist Lay Mem- smashed here early last Frida
just missing the apartment was estimated in the millions crease of 1411 during the con- he showed an
when winds from tornadoes roared through
bers.
which was 41 over his base.
test.
of dollars.
building by about 10 feet.

Church To Hold
Camp Meeting

Memphian Will Tour LeMoyne Begins Second
Century Of Service
Europe With Players

Disputes Mar Hearing
On Willis Appointment

Group Pickets Store

Tree Flattens Auto
During Friday Storm

'Golden Hour'
To Honor Pastor
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More Illacking
For Pt
Equality Hen
MILWAUKEE, — Thirteen
major religious bodies have
joined to commit their multi
million doll ar Purcheellti
strength to Ch icago-based
Project Equality, a nationwide,
interfaith program to utilize
the economic poWer, of religious
Institutions to end employment
discrimination.
The project, 30th in the nation, was lauded by the Rev.
Leo J. Brust, auxiliary ,bishop
of the Milwaukee Archdiocese
of the Roman Catholic Church,
the Rt. Rev. Donald H. V. Hillock, bishop of the Milwaukee
Episcopal Diocese, t h e Rev.
David M. Wilkins, pastor, Wesley CME Church, Beloit. WI..
and other religious leaders in
the state.

Cressie7, President, Mrs. Lois 'Farpley, Breakfast(man, Mrs. Barbara Jacksoa, Mrs. Bernice Abron, General

MAY WEEK PLANNERS — The Planning Committee for
May Week activities consist it the fogowiag Deltas: Left
I. right Mrs. Mable Sereldleld. Mrs. 'abode Owlet,
General Co-Chairman, Mrs. Janet L. Hun, Mrs. Mattie

Ce-Chetraten. aid Mes. Anode Johann.

Murphy
DO, Rena Powell, Judy Tillman, Elise-n•Denise Flowers, Tony Tate It Denise Batts.
Benjamin Brown, Randy Cox, David Keys 'n Kay Miller
Estella Boyd, Hazel Scott, Connie Johnson 'n John Thomas (B.T.W.) '
Connie Johnson, Doran Small,
Wendolyn Corley, Vita Bridges, Truett. Tate 'n Odell McFrank roger, chief, Regional
Neal (MSU)
Larry Bullard, David, West,
Office of Federal Contract
year for all those seniors who Melvin Shipp, Jean Barnett, Michellease "Chords" AnBy TREZETE TATE
da Lewis-Lakeview, Alfredo Well-Dunn Ave. Compliance, spoke to the need
DELTA CONTESTANTS — l'he contestants
%media Brack-Alcy, Angie Anderson-Pros- for voluntary programs such as Back again as you can see, have completed 12 years of Maurice Burnett, and James
derson 'n Vernon Thomplee Little Miss Jr. Miss Contest is sponpect. Laverne MeQuerter-Lakeview. Not Project Equality to aid the' none other than soulful me, hard work and perservanee to Little.
son (MU)
sored by Delta Sigma Theta Sorority as
shown: Beverly Clark-Klondike.
sae of its May Week Activities are: L. to
federal government in meeting My number is cool and I'm receive their big bad diplomas. I was told by the grapevine Geraldine Johnson 'n Travis
Joints (Carver)
equal opportunity goals.
It. Krystal Effinger-Georgia Ave., Brenready to groove. Ready to tell Some of those seniors seen the other night that these
Well my Meads, all geed
-you about this soul-socking signing memory books, and couples are tight-tight-tight:
exchanging name cards are Elite Flowers 'n Richard unites must come to an end
school.
so until next time. PUSH ON
Turner
April 6-10 was TOEC Week. Gwen Mosby, Jacobs Mickens,
Donna
WILDCATS, PLI.SH ON!!
Griffin,
Malone,
'n
Charles
Alice
Dinkins
Eugene
office
is
a
vocational
TOEC
education course taken by lo- Jacqueline Reed, Leo Wimfrey,
cal high school students who Stanley Gates, Beverly Highplan to major in some field tower, Barbara Johnson, Ma"Held Over 2nd Big Week" I
of business administration. Ha- mie Brinkley, Jackie- Parker,
milton has two chapters, and Ray Rogers, Frankie Butler,
Now Showilig
they are VOOC and VOOS. Van Goodman, Gloria Smith,
VOOC is the Clerical division Fredrick Noel, Charles Lewis,
for students who are not tak- Derriah Cole, Ethel Jones,
ing
and have had Velma Redmond, Nell Ingram,
JAWS N POCNOLION•••
SANIULL S AilkOFF PUNA.,
at least two years of typing.' Shirley Jones, Phillip Jett,
The advisor is Mrs. Callian. Agnes Blackmon, Millie GoosVOOS is t h e Stenographic by, Albernece Rodgers, Ronald
division, for students who are Hill, Eric Horton, Janice Hill,
now taking shorthand, and Connie Dickerson, Linda Quarries, Catherine Nelson,. L1111e
their advisor is Mrs. Shaw.
The students of the TOEC Davis, Deborah Henry, PatriSIMON.
,
club presented the student body cia Milem, Brenda Treadmill,
faculty, and honorable guests Diane Hicks, Shirley Cobb,
with a Open-House demonstrat- Linda Bollintine, Ray Pettigrew,
ing and playing machines Carnelia Flowers, and Willie
that they as a class use. There Hughes.
also was an exhibition of Some of thpse slick chicks,
UNDER 18 NOT ADMITTED
class work. Afterwards the' and cool g s seen in the
plus ' Jennifer Jones "ANGEL ANGEL DOWN WE GO"
guests were served refresh- swing of spring with their
it against the law to purchase a steak to be prepared at home,
ments.
together and neat rags are
when it is NOT against the law to purchase a steak at a restaurant. Sunday labor is
Well, it's that time of the Brenda Batts, Donna Mur1

Hamilton High News

An Open Letter To The
• MEMPHIS CITY COUNCIL
For the past year you hare been trying to decide.on our Sunday
,Blue Law. Thus firr you hare decided only one thing... that A
DECISION SHOLLD BE AL4DE ON THE AND.417 BLUE LID'!
It by not let the citizens of Memphis decide.

DAISY

PAT
DON DIANE
• HINGLE. STROUD•VARSI

involved in each.
•

9
inn
.
• is it against the law to purchase washing powder in a Grocery
Store and NOT against the law to purchase washing powder at a Laundramat?

Enforcenient,g the present law has been focused on the larger
operators. Ao mention has been made concerning the munerous
concenience stores that hare always been open on Sunday.

La

•

wHy9
.Is

IVRY?
Is it against the law to buy Kool-Aid for small children on Sunday, but NOT against the law to buy BEER?

Eve!
yuue
man'

The INCREDIBLE SAGA of "MA" BARKER!

Can You Answer The following Questions?

WHY
9 Is it against the law to buy car wash supplies, but NOT against
the law to have your car bashed?

OLD
cent
livin
clam
Awl
Horn
Dr.
Leo:

We've built the nation's
largest black-operated
financial institution.
...to serve you
better.

U.S.

North Carolina Mutual Life Insurance
Company and Great Lakes Mutual
Life Insurance Company have merged.

WH

Withal
retired
is belie\
ing gra(
College.
five dai
Jell Nur
day, Ap
celebrat
Mr. B
the late
retired 1
July 4,
was a
were Mr
Bradford
Mrs. Qul
M. Hess
Guests
graduati
Owen.
The
graduate
Pearl
Nlemphi:
1969, at
Mr B
member
his long
no smok
of Open
on Flori
tive in
He wa
before I
work as
tinued
after set

ADP
189-91 B
.0 rooms,
Siding

Together these companies form the
nation's largest black-operated
financial institution, with more than a
half-billion* dollars of insurance in
force. More representatives in more
states. Bigger. To serve you better. TO
give you the best insurance service
available.
North Carolina Mutual and Great Lakes
Mutual. Two outstanding companies
united. With more experience behind
it. A bigger, brighter future ahead.

Is the law applied against large stores, and not applied against
small stores. Both sell the same type foods.

ALSO, we contend that our employees-are no better and at the
same lime no worse than any other citizens oplemphis.
W1111
• Is it wrong for our employees to work on Sunday when it is NOT
_79
wrong for Policemen, Firemen, Bus Drivers, Church Custodians, Ser.ice Station
Attendants. Waiters, 1)pesetters, Pressmen, Postal Employees, Ticket Agents,
Park Commission Employees, etc.

884 Deo

7 rooms
bestos sic

1516 Ma

6 rooms,

1389 West

6 room,
neer-frar

Long :el

NOD
AN)

North Carolina Mutual. Constantly
building better service.
WHY
• Is it wrong for our employees to work on Sunday when nothing
—9
has ever been said about employees at manufacturing plants, which operate on
seven day week!. None of our employees has ever been forced to work on Sunday.

41NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
MUTUAL PLAZA
DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA 27701

An equal opportunity employer.

All we are asking is that the issue be resolved in a manner that
will be fair and equitable for all and treat all firms in the same
manner.

Alabama!California•District of Columbia•Georgia•Itteloilni
Maryland •Michigan• New Jersey•North Coroiins•
Ohio•Pennsylvania•South Carolina•Tanneasea•Virginia

temeN

Please,Councilmen ••• Act NOW:

LAW
THE
EITHER REPEAL
OR
* Insurance-in-force as of January 1,1970
is $659 Million and Assets are 8113.9 MIllion4

CIMUTRI,11,11,9.!,!..PATErs

ti'

••• HOGUE A; KNOTT

CE

571 Vance Avenue
Memphis, Tennessee 38126
Phone: 525-1721

•

Asossa
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Flip Wilson Meharry Pathologist
Will Emcee UL Suffers Heart Attack
Awards Dinner

OLDEST L-0 ALUMNUS—William Heiskell Branch, seated,
center, is believed to be LeMoyne-Owen College's oldest
living graduate. Mr. Branch, who was graduated in the
(lass of 1892, celebrated his 98th birthday last Wednesday,
April 22. He is pictured here on his birthday at Jell Nursing
Home with friends and two of his daughters, left to right:
Dr. Hollis F. Price, president of LeMoyne-Owen; Mrs.
Leora Smith, administrator of the nursing home; Mrs.
Evelyn Branch, the oldest daughter; Mrs. Polly Hearn, the
youngest daughter, and Father Jarrette C. Atkins of Emmanuel Episcopal Church.

LeMoyne-Owen finds
Oldest Living Grad
William Heiskell Branch, a Before entering Jell Nursing
retired farmer and carpenter,, Home last December he resided
is believed to be the oldest liv- with one of his daughters and
ing graduate of LeMoyne-Owen. her husband, Mr. and Mrs.
College. Friends and two of his l Dennis Hearn of 2381 Douglass.
five daughters visited him at Other daughters are Mrs.
Jell Nursing Home last Wednes- Evelyn Branch of 644-H Missday, April 22, and helped him, issippi Blvd., Mrs. Veola Shafcelebrate his 98th birthday.
fer of 346 Ingle, Mrs. Isabella
Mr. Branch is the brother of Scurlock of 1603 South Parkway
the late Lafayette Branch, a! East and Mrs. Odessa Baverly
retired letter carrier, who died of Indianapolis, Ind.
July 4, 1964. Lafayette Branch Mr. Branch's wife, Mrs. Bettie
was a member of the 1896' Curry Branch, died in 1950.
were Mrs. Nola Bond, Mrs. Ida. They were married in 1900.
Bradford, Mrs. Audrey Rawls,
Mrs. Queen Estes, Mrs. Pearlie
M. Hess and Mrs. Cynthia Bond.
Guests were from Memphis
graduating class at LeMoyneOwen.
The college's oldest living
graduate a year ago was Miss
Pearl Emma Crawford et
Memphis. She died March 13
1969, at the age of 100.
Mr Branch, the only living A Manassas High School
member of his class, attributes teacher was named "Outstandhis long life to "no drinking and ing Teacher" for 1969-70 when
no smoking." He is a member the American Industrial Arts
of Open Door Baptist Church Association held its 32nd anon Florida Street and was ac- nual convention in Louisville,
tive in Sunday School work.
Ky.
He was a Mississippi farmer James E. Bailey was selected
before coming to Memphis to i for the honor by the Tennessee
work as a carpenter. He con-1 Industrial Arts Association.
tinued "to raise a garden" With the honor, Mr. Bailey
after settling in Memphis.
was presented a Certificate of
Honor along with an engraved
plaque.
FOR SALE BY
Part of Mr. Bailey's expensU.S. GOVERNMENT
es to the convention will be
VETERANS
paid by the TIAA. He and
ADMINISTRATION
Mrs. Bailey were present at
189-91 Bethel(Duplex), Memphis the meeting.
.0 rooms, 2 baths, Frame/wood/
Mr. and Mrs. Bailey are arsiding
110,950 dent church workers at the
'Beulah Baptist Church in the
Orange Mound community. Both
884 Decatur, Memphis
are Sunday School teachers and
7 rooms, 1 bath, frame asleaders in the Baptist Training
bestos siding
$ 8,250 Union.

Industrial Arts
Teacher Honored
During Confab

NBC Television Network star
Flip Wilson will serve as master-of-ceremonies for the New
York Urban League's fifth annual Frede rick
Douglass
Awards dinner Thursday. May
7, at the Americana Hotel in
New York City.
The F r e derick Douglass
Awards, honoring the black
abolitionist of the 1800's who
is sometimes called the "father
of the protest movement," have
been
presented traditionally
each year to three "New Yorkers who have played vital roles
in the struggle for equal opportunity."
This year's recipients will be
actor Ossie Davis, actress
Ruby Dee (Mr. Davis's wife),
and Harvey Mehlhouse, president of Western Electric Company.
Mr. Wilson will star in his
own weekly one-hour variety
colorcasts on the NBC Television Network beginning in
September (Thursdays,
7:30-8:30 p.m. PT).

'WI II

plAlfifill

1389 Wes-t Redbud Road. Mempho
6 rooms, 1 bath, brick ,
neer-frame
$12,25(
Long term, Vs% Loans available

NO DISCRIMINATION
ANYONE CAN 1311Y
See Any Broker

Fashions Of Summer
Are To Be Modeled
A Summer Fashion and Tea
Revue will be presented at the
Oates Manor Auditorium at
1157 N. Manassas at. next Sunday, May 3, from 4 to 7 p.m.
Prizes will be given away.
Mrs. Helen H. Brown will be
the narrator. Mrs. Estelle Edwards is the sponsor. The Rev.
E. L. McKenny is the minister.

OLD CHINESE COOK say:
vc114 fiiic chop 5t4et1 start
with Sivas Vinesar

Make it with
that grand old name in vinegar.

SPEAS

DISTILLED

FRU: Vinegar Booklet with recipes end
unusual uses tor vinegar Write Specs
mln Avenue, Kanzaoo r4cholson
Company,Missouri
sas City,

Ii

Ifs one thingto make
awhiskey light.
Asoftwhiskeyis
somethingelse.

CalvertExtra.
The SoftWhiskey.
BLENDED WNISKEY•86 PROOF•65% GRAIN NEUTRAL SPIRITS01970 CALVERT 0157.CO.
LOUISVILLE.la

•

THEO WADE 3-6:30 A.M.

Theres Only One "Bless My Bones"and WDIA's got him!

WDIA - 1070 - 24 HOUR SOUL
HULL-DOBBS FORD CITY FISHING SPECIALS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY ONLY
'66
'66
'65
'66
'64

Falcon 2-dr. Stock 1245A
Falcon 2-dr. Stock 126IA
Rambler Classic 550 Wgn Stk 9558
Ford 4-dr. Sdn Stock N16984
Rambler Classic 4-dr. V-8 Stk 950A

Was $ 695
Was $ 675
Was $ 695
Was $1095
Was $ 595

Now $267
Now $236
Now $352
Now $665
Now $200

USED CAR..SPRING. SPECIALS
'69 LTD 4-dr. Brougham Stock N430A Was $2295 Now $1895
loacl.d, including stereo tape, extra nice.

UO

'70 T-Bird 2-dr. H.T. Stock 1270A ....Was $4995 Now $4295
11.000 moles. full powar•and air, AM-FM radio.
'66 Ford-Country Sdn 9-pass. Stk 87IA Was $1495 Now $ 995
Air conditioned, automatic, power steering, 390 V-8.

/MEW

IMMENI IMMO% 'MINIM

'67 Mustang 2-dr. H.T. Stock 56IA ...Was $1595 Now.$1195
automatic, vinyl roof, WSW, AM.

Was $2495 Now $1895

351 V-8, automatic, console, wide ovals.

'68 FL500 4-dr. Sdn Stock 981

Was $1695 Now $1245

Nice and economical.

'65 Galaxie 500 2-dr. H.T. Stock T238 Was $1095 Now $ 695
Air

conditioned,

V-8, automatic, power steering, vinyl roof.

'66 FL500 4-dr. Sdn Stock 986IP

Was $1295 Now $ 995

New paint, V-8, automatic, air cond., power steering. EXTRA, EXTRA CLEAN.

'65 Mustang Cony. Stock 468A
V.8, automatic,

Was $1295 Now $ 750

wide ovals, AM radio.

'70 Maverick Stock PP

Was $1950 Now $1750

11,000 miles. LIKE NEW.

'69 F250 Heavy Duty PU Stock T922A Was $2495 Now $1945
W111 make nice camper,

NEW CAR SPRING SPECIALS
'70 Must 2-dr. H.T. Stock M707 ....Was $3845.70 Now $3175
302 V-8, cruise-o-matic, air, cons.. WSW, power steering, T•glass, vinyl roof, AM radio.

Air

cond., cruise.o-matic, power steering, AM radio.

'70 Galaxie 500 Stock 862
2-dr. sports roof,

351-2V, cruis•-o-matic, power
vinyl trim, WSW tire:, wheel Covers.

Was $3464.45 Now $2885
Was $4116.75 Now $3285

steering,

AM power

disc, a;r cond., T-glats,

•••

1111••••110

'70 Torino 4--dr. Sdn Stock 1160 ...Was $3652.70 Now $3035
302

Avii
mnipm-:“.
..,..., ei

APPLE CIDER

•

50,000 WATTS OF SOLID SOUL

'701/2 Falcon 4-dr. Stock 1154
molasses
CHOP SUE' 1' 3 cup unsulphured
sauce
tablespoon soy
SPEAS PORKcut in strips
vinegar
1
cornstarch
Sp"
pounds pork.ounces each,
1(3 cuptablespoons
3
(3 or 4
rice
cans
112
cooked
1
2 mushrooms
%trios
hot
cups
in
mushrooms; measure
6
Peppers, cut
skillet;
onions, sliced skiiiet Drain cups. Add to
2 green
Stir
medium
make 2 simmer 1 hour.
2
in tame
molasses,
Brown meatenough water to heat, and together
stirring
reduce
liquid. Add
Cover,
onion. Mix
cook,
skillet and
pepper, and
cornstarch with
to boil.
bring
to
mushrooms,
stirring,
Blend
vinegar. Add
longer.
in sauce, and minutes
mixture. Cook,rice.
cooked
soy
occasionally, 15water. Stir into hot
hot
Serve with
amount of
sMall slightly thickened.
until
servings.
Vietdi 11

NASHVILLE — Funeral serv-!Saturday afternoon April 18 in
ices were held at 3:15 p.m.!Baltimore while attending an tand served his internship at
Wednesday in Nashville for Dr. i Alumni
A f fairs Committee Hubbard Hospital. He later
Horace Merion Frazier, 42, meeting. He apparently suffer- served his residency in pathochairman of the Department of ed a heart attack
logy at the University of ChiPathology at Meharry Medical Services were at First Bap- cago, becoming the second NeCollege.
lust Church, Capitol Hill, in gro to complete a residency in
Dr. Frazier died suddenly Nashville with the Rev. Kelly that particular
specialty.

We know whereof wespeak.We
spent a lotof years experimenting before
we came up with the unique taste of
Soft Whiskey.
How did we doit?The processiS
still basically asecret
Butif you'll just try Calvert Extra,
the Soft Whiskey._ just one drink...it
should be enough to make the difference
between soft and light delightfully clear.

'69 Mach I Mustang Stock N377
1516 Maplewood Memphis
6
S 9,150

Miller Smith officiating. Interment was In National Ceme!tary. Also a memorial service
I was held in the Meharry
Medical College amphitheatre at
111 a.m.

V-8 cruis•-o•matic, air cond., power stewing, wow tires, AM radio.

...,

,
,
.
.•

'70 F-I00 LWB PU Stock 1227 ....Was $3429.75 Now $2695
Equipped
very well

• camper.

includes gasoline power oak which

could furnish olocfricify

ft. operate

HULL-DOBBS FORD CITY
WORLD'S LARGEST FORD DEALERS

2700 POPLAR

Ph. 323-8363

1

Criminal Court Judge C. Induction Ceremony for t to e
Odell Horton was the inspira- Grace A. Parker Chapter of the
tional speaker for the annual National Honor Society held on
April 17 at Lester High School

On Sunday evening, April 19, made up the committees.
the Sanctuary Choir of the First
A tribute in the form of a
The newly inducted members
Baptist Church of Brownsville gift was_ given by Miss Juaniare Cynthia Brimson, Jacquepresented Mrs. Ola Mae Mathis ta Austin from the youth choir
line Broome, Margaret Dar
in concert. The storm that and a bouquet of red roses by
nell, James Davis, Sharon
preceded the pr og r a m was Mrs. Elma Rogers from the
Grice, Calvin Harris, Carolin
soon forgotten as the beauti- Sanctuary Choir. Mrs. Mathis
Hayes, Annie B. Hayslett,
ful strains from the voice of opened the program with "No
James McKinney, Evelyn MarMrs. Mathis filled the audi- Man is. an Island" and closed
tin, Henrietta Pilcher Marilyn
that beautiful hymn,
torium. So intense was t h e with
interest of the audience that -Today," and the audience The women of Collins Chapel Rhea and Cora Taylor.
it was very difficult to decide gave a standing applause of cmE Church are prepared for Other members are Charlene
which of the groups she sang approval,
annual Women's Day on this Broome. Mary Buckley, Lawas the best.
Vora
E d mondson, William
A lovely reception followed Sunday, may 3.
At intermission the mistress that the friends might rneel
Freeman, 011ie Garrett, Arlene
of ceremonies presented the the artist. In line was Herman The guest speaker will be Hamilton Lois Harris, Veva
president of the group. Her- Jones, president; Mrs. Ernes- Miss Evelyn Miles presently Isabel, Susan Lee, Deworn
man Jones thanked all who tine Jeffries, Sunday School a graduate assistant in the Robinson, Evelyn Webber and
came as well as those who Superintendent; Mrs. Jennie Speech Department of Mem- Maria Williams.
phis State University, where
S. Vance and Mrs. Mathis.
Music for the program was
Speech experts to receive a presented by the school band
From a beautiful table with
rhetoric
and
degree in
and chorus.
a centerpiece of pink a n d master's
public address this summer.
white dogwood and roses, delibachelor of arts The faculty advisors for the
holds
a
She
cious punch with cookies, candegree from Hampton Insti- chapter are Mrs. Earlene T
dies and mints was served.
Holmes, Mrs. Felicia M. Sartin
at Hampton, Va.
tute
MEDICAL
Miss Dorothy J. Graves chairand James T. Russell.
TRANSCRIPTIONIST
ed the publicity and program ,At Memphis State, Miss Miles John E. Wesley is principal l
Mast have knowledge of medical terMrs. Rosie Lee works with the Black Students of the school.
minology aud type a minimum of 6$ committee:
WPM. Good salary and hours. Apply Morton, finance, Mrs. Martha Organization where she helped
Methodist Hospital personnel office,
Ann Jones, reception and de- set up the Black Studies Pro1265 Union.
PLANNING CALENDAR TEA — The ninth annual CalenGod."
An Equal Opportunity Employer
coration: Mrs. Alberta Frank- gram.
chairis
Isabel
dar
Linda
Club Tea will be presented by Monumental Baptist
Mrs.
led
activities
summer's
Last
Rubye
JackMrs.
lin,
ushers,
FOR SALE
2935 HARRIS CIRCLE. 2 2111t Ahesto son, arrangements. Mrs. Al- her to Ghana where she toured man and Mrs. Tommie MatChurch in the Mahalia Jackson Hall at 705 S. Parkway
Sholgle. Seller will re-decorate. FHA
terms 8250 down. Immediate posses- gee C. Outlaw, mistress of cere- Africa, and later Brussels, thews co-chairman of Wom- East from 4 10 6 p. m., and members of the Planning
•Ion. To Inspect call
en's Day. The Rev. P. Gonya Committee are shown here. Seated from left are Mrs.
Belgium.
Jimmie Howell
Res. 458-4744 monies.
is minister of the Grace Hudson, Mrs. Birteal Benson, chairman; Mrs.
Hentrel
Women's
Day
for
theme
EARLES
REALTY
CO.
acThe
B.
Mrs. Jennie S. Vance
641 So. Highland
church.
Woman
and
Black
"The
will
be
Mathis.
Mrs.
companied
324-5614
324-6802

Classified
Wants Ads

Shop Woolco for Extra Low Prices
On Home and Picnic Needs

Ernestine Hayes and Mrs. Janice Knight. Standing, same
order, are Mrs. Maria Butler, Miss Jean Hudson, William Hudson, Mrs. Julia Mae. Hamilton, Mrs. Hazel
Strickland, Howard Kyles, Mrs. Floydia Branch and
Glenn Strickland.

The Annual Calendar Club coordinating the affair Mrs.
Tea of Monumental Baptist Grace Hudson and Mrs. VirChurch, "The Friendly Church ginia Boyland were elected coon the Parkway", Rev. Samuel chairmen.
Appearances by four well- the MSU Opera Theatre and
-Billy" Kyles, Pastor, will be The 9th Annual Calendar Club known guest artists will hth- Arts Appreciation. The joint
held from 4 p.m. to 6 p.m. Tea is a major fund raising af- light the 22nd season of the
May 3, at the Mahalia Jack- fair for Monumental Baptist Memphis State University Op- effort was made after many
son's Hall, 705 South Parkway Church. It features beautifully era Theatre for 1970-71. Head- months of negotiation and Miss
East, announced Mrs. Birteal decorated tables which depict ing the list is Leontyne Price, Price's appearance will be a
Benson, chairman.
the theme of the month being who will present a concert in "bonus concert" for season
January. The other artists are ticket holders. All subscribers
Rev. Kyles joined the Calen- represented.
dar Club presidents and the The Calendar Clubs compete Memphis-born Nancy Tatum, will get a free ticket to the perheads of other church auxilia- for prizes which are awarded who will be making her home- formance, which will be held
Mrs. for -Best Decorated," "Most town debut, Jolm Alexander at the Music Hall.
ries in congratulating
Giuseppe Verdi's lyric theatre
Benson for having been elected Uniquely Decorated," and for and Felicia Weathers,
The season will begin with masterpiece, "Macbeth," will
as Tea Chairman for the ninth the most money reported.
consecutive year. To assist in Having become so popular the romantic "Madama Butter- be presented April 24 and 27,
starring Memphis native Nancy
over the years, Monumental's fly" Sept. 22-29, one of the Tatum as
Lady Macbeth in a
come
operas
to
popular
most
Calendar Tea is a must for the
long-awaited debut in her home
socially conscious and the fash- from the pen of Puccini. Singcity. Miss Tatum has had great
ion lovers. The public is invit- ing the leading role of the
success in
European opera
Cio-Cio-San
roine,
h
e
tragic
ed.
will be soprano Felicia Weath- houses and most recently sang
ers, making her first Memphis the role of Lady Macbeth in
Brussels. Belgium.
appearance.
Miss Weathers sang the role One of the lesser-known Moof Butterfly with the Metropoli- zart operas. "Abduction from
tan Opera and plans to per- the Seraglio,- will close the
form it with the Lyric Opera 22nd season on June 25 and 26.
Theatre in Chicago after she All of the Season 22 operas
leaves Memphis. She also will will be staged at Harding
sing the role later this summer Academy auditorium, with the
with the Cincinnati Zoo Opera exception of the Leontyne
Call or See
Dec. 5-12, MSU Opera Thea- Price concert. Season tickets.
tre will present Verdi's tragic which include special student
"La Traviata," an all-time prices, are now on sale at
favorite of opera lovers, star- the Memphis State University
ring Metropolitan Opera star Box Office, in the University
John Alexander in the leading Center. Season ticket holders
role of Alfredo. A native of have first priority on renewing
Cs o.
Meridian, Miss.. Mr. Alexander their seats until May 15. More
367 Union Ave.
has been heard frequently op- opera information may be obposite such divas as John Suth- tained by calling the ticket of527-4471
erland, Anna Moffo, Renate fice, 321-1043.
AIRMAN OTHA B. Covington, Tebaldi and Leontyne Price. MSU Opera Season 21 will
grandson of Mrs. M. L. C,oving• He is scheduled to appear in be closed this weekend with
ton, 0876 Eddy rd., Memphis, the Metropolitan Memphis en- performances Friday and Saturhas completed basic training at gagement of "Norma" May 12, day nights, April 24 and 25, of
Verdi's dramatic "Don Carlo,"
Lackland AFB. Tex., and is opposite Joan Sutherland.
remaining there for training On Jan. 14, a star of rare at 8 p.m. at Harding Academy
as a security policeman. Ile is artistry, Miss Leontyne Price, Auditorium, 1000 Cherry Rd.
a 1969 graduate of Geeter will be presented in concert All tickets are on sale at the
under the joint sponsorship of MSU box office.
High School.

GENE HENDRIX
527-4471
n'euydio°1 ea°
t

your son's
future for him.
But you can
plan now
to give him
a better one.

Extra large kitchen towels--168 towels per roll. Extra strong,
super absorbent for those quick kitchen cleanups. White only.

Douglas A McDonald

250 tissues per roll! 10 rolls to a package. Soft as Swan's down;
gentle to your skin,more absorbent!

Talk to
theListener.
100 North Main Bldg. Suite 1922
Memphis, Tenn 38103
Bus (901) 525-0893 Res 398-6422

Soft like cloth. 160 napkins per package, size 13" x 13"! Soft,
extra strong! Pretty enough for any table. White only.

woo's'

EASTGATE
5100 Park Ave.

SOUTHGATE

GATEWAY

1833 So. Third St. 3230 Jackson,Ave,
STORE HOURS: 10 A.M.-9:30 P.M. DAILY, CLOSED SUNDAYS

Putting together a balanced
program to provide for your
family's future needs is a job
for a professional. That's a
good reason to talk to the
Listener—your Integon representative. He can help you
protect their future, now.

sal% 1921

leo No. Mahe 11110.
MooWs,Too's.
Hose 112*-414118

'Laugh along with Bill Cosby Sunday nights
at 7:30, and with Diahann Carroll as
"Julia" on Tuesday _nights at 7:30. Our
own Art Gilliam reports the news Saturday
evenings at 6 and 10 P.M., and on Channel
5 newscasts throughout the week he
reports stories of special interest to the
black community.
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DEFENDER

SATURDAY,' MAY 2, 1970

Sanctuary Choir;
To Show Films

PRODUCT OF U S R. leek KORAI PM'S onntao

1015051 HY GIN CO ,01. 1.11110111.1.

the Sanctuary Choir of the
Temple Church of God in
Christ at 672 S. Lauderdale invites the public to be present
on Wednestlay night, May 6, at
7 30 p m. to view two tilos.
'I-he films are "I Beheld His
(liorya
and
Have
"I
io•c;.111

Merrill School
PTA Plans Tea
I

GUYS AND DOLLS, the teenagers of the Memphis chapter of Jack and Jill of America Inc., held a tea, "Talents
and l'ashions," at the LeMerae-Owen College Theatre of
the Student Center on Sunday, April 12, and shown here
are children of the four groups of Jack and Jill who parti-

The College
Campus

Merrill Elementary School
at 303 Jones will present its F REDERICK WAYS, YOUNG TELEVISION PRODUCER. IN A BOSTON STUDU
annual tea on Sunday, May 3,
ill from 4 to 6 p. m.
The winners were Mrs.
is Bursting Out All Over." The
public is invited.
Donations will be 25 cents
ciputed is the shwa. Cabby Thu, daughter of Mr. and
for children and 50 cents for
Mrs. Charles lies, is president of. Guys and Dells.
adults.
'its. Allegra W. Turner is president oi the Memphis chapGORDON'S GIN. CREATED IN LONDON. ENGLAND IN 1769.
ter of Jack and Jill et America, Inc.
BIGGEST SELLER IN ENGLAND, AMERICA, THE WORLD.

"As a TV producer,I strive for perfection. No aspect
of my series is too small to get my dedicated attention.
So when I do relax,it's with Gordon's Gin. After all,
they've dedicated a couple of hundred years of
attention to the formula that keeps it perfect!"

Men Observe Day
At Aunt Moriah

GUILDPOST

Gordon's: It's how the English keep their gin up!

By CARLOTTA WATSON,
o can make a man feel at
The
Ylt.
Moriah
Baptist
Counselor
.3
Church in the Orange Mount
On the other hand a man community observed
Musing: Thank God every
annual
110ES NOT LIKE: women who Men's Day on Sunday, April 26.
morning when you get up
show their :•ownershio before
that you have something to
The special feature was an
a :a_ n frimilt, or. t arse yet, address by Nathaniel f). Witdo that day which must be
wswiegirszlircro
BY
done, whether you like it or adore an attractive woman. hams, history teacher at Booknot. Being forced to do your Women who, insist on worrying ' er T, Washington High School
REGINA
BENNI1TT.
best will breed in you tem- out. laud. Women who fill nnd liell-known radio personalperance and self-control, di- iheir conversation with the
\,omen who Msist on worrying
Jot' stor\ i\as chairman of
ligence and strength of will.
Men
names
and
of
- s Da\ The Rev. R. W.
other
a
men.
hundred
Women
virtues
"Artists are weird people."
Not long ago they had a
which the idle never know. who Never say anything good Norsworth\ Is the pastor.
This is how the outside speaker from Fisk University
Charles Kingsley. about another woman. Women
world sometimes feels about in Nashville come and give a
Baked In Memphis by Memphlans
who punctuate their conversa- vasDear
Carlotta:
artists.
lecture on black arts. The!
--rushed rushed daily to your big
tion
My
with
friend
frequent
and
I
profanity.
have
had a
Hogue S. Knott supermarket for
lecture was described as "sim,maximum freshness..
Actually, artists or creators ply beautiful." The adminis-I serious argument. It is concern- Women who drink too Much.
are able to sense different types tration is now working on some ing what a man likes in a wom- Women who can take care of
of beauty. They like to explore type of program to start next an. We also argue about what a THEMSELVES and never let a
man does not like in a woman. man Forget It. An
different aspects of the world. fall.
Women
I contend that all men are Alike who insist on takint, the cenThere is a college established to
4,›Vr•
deal with these persons.
Floyd Newsom, a sophomore, and the same thing attracts ter of the stage.
feels that "this is a good field. them all. The same thing that
Memphis Academy of Arts, for black brothers and sisters tct works with one man will
work
which is Overton Park surround- go into. There is good money! with them all, if used
at the
ed by nature, is a four-year in it. It is a chance to help your' right time. Am I right or
liberal arts college. It deals with brothers make it, who possibly wrong? Ann and Sue
the characteristics of art that wouldn't have a chance.
Dear Ann and Sue: Alen are
most please the individual
not all alike. But they are alike
"There is a great demand for in some ways. A girl
student.
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
who
black photographers and com- knows how to interest
Place Your Order Now
one
It has all of the basic couf: es mercial artists," he said. "Youi
man attracts one after another.
needed for the field. It teaches can go into any field, from
For
Individuals And Groups
And the girl who can't attract
everything from painting to teaching to
establishing
a' one man's attention fails time
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
sculpture. One popular field foundation of your own.
and time again.
is commercial advertising. A
In general a man likes a
TAILORS
CUSTOM
Flw -d k interested in seeing
bachelors of fine art is offered
women who make a man feel
more
students
Ma.
attend
ii
the
for the academic and art course
both smart and handsome.
and a certificate is available Academy. At present, t h e
INC.
school is adding a new work- Women whose clothes fit where
for only art courses.
shop. a photography shop and a they should fit. Women who
Ave.
JA 7-9320
Vance
248
seem dependent on a man's
Ted Rusk, director of the motion picture department.
Memphis, Teneessee
strength. Women who smile
Academy, is proud to say that
ue pato:
il7to
' with their whole face . . .not
the school has less friction with
YOUR Company Makes What Teo Ask he And
just with their lips, and women
students, because the students
Creates What You Think Or
1
are so involved with their work
and the nature of what they
are doing.
Forrest Martin, the assistant
U.S.D.A. HEAVY CHOICE
director, says he appreciates
fir cooperation with the City Beautiful Commission Hyman Announces:
the fact that people and comCENTER CUT CHUCK
panies have enough confidence
Alabama State University in
in the school to let their stu- cooperation with the U.S. Office
dents do work for them. Stu- of Education has been conductdents are paid for free lance ing an Institute in Counseling
work, but the experience is and Guidance since June 16,
#1 Pre-finished
Full 11"xl 1"
LB
very good for them also.
1969. The Institute will close on
At present, the Academy has, May 31. 1970. The Institute
students from 23 states and twoi comes through the Department,
3 Color Selections
foreign countries. There arej of Education and Psychology,
; 150 full-time students, 300 part-I Dr. Zelia Evans, Chairman.
Per Sheet
HOGUE & KNOTT
time students, and 100 who at-,1 Dr. Sinclair 0. Lewis, DirecEa
'
tend classes on Saturday only.I tor of the Institute, stated that
Eleven per cent of the students. the Institute and the Institute
LB i
are black.
idea has been an "unconditionPer Sq.
The black students recently al success." There were 25
appealed to 'the administration participants in the Institute and
Own Haul
for a Black Arts Program. They a total of six instructors. The
roofing by Celetex, IS year bond, ;---1 grade
are mainly interested in black students and instructors worked
$6.39 per sq. delivered
art history.
together.
DIXIE

Ran

HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS:
are your very best buy in Memphis

•
Buy

Bonds

Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
rt‘
and Accessories
t,

Hegue E Cloth°
Hamburger
or Hot acio•

081%"‘A

'ke,t

BUNS

1:1111%

8 to
pkg.

B H

274
BREAD
BROWN N SERVE
27c,
ROLLS

Alabama State
Institute

CLEAN-UP PAINT-UP FIX-UP TIME
Mahogany Paneling

19c

co
PURE PORK
SAUSAGE nBAG r

ROOFING HEADQUARTERS

235 Lb. BARRETT

HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR(If he can't he doesn't
deserve year business)
Here is one of the outstandingautomobile sal•smen
in th• Memphis area. Naturally, he's at Union Chevrolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you on outstanding selection of fin• new and used cars and trucks.
H. con be of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing. See Tommy Grant... Make a No. I
Buy on America's No. 1 Car -- Chevrolet at Union.

BEEF
ROAST

PURE VINYL
FLOOR TILE

snip

SEE
TOMMY
GRANT

1

2x4 precut Redwood Studs
49c ea.
Storm Doors 2-8 or 3-0 prehung self storing I" Aluminum $16.95
12" Primed Hardboard Siding No. 2
$149.00 M
. 12" Primed Hardboard Siding No. 1
$199.00 M
3-0x6-8 vinyl folding door with hardware
$2.99 ea.
26"x6' Corrugated Fiberglass panels
$1.89 ea.

SLICED BACON
TRAY
PACK

LB.

49c

4x8xI/8 Pegboard
$1.49
4x8x1/8 Hardboard
$1.49
4x8x1/4 Hardboard
,.$1.89
Masonife Siding Blanks 4x10 to 5x16 unprimed Sc sq. ft.
•-• '

0*—%.

Clean Up Memphis Special!

;C,

Look For
Official Coupon
in
This Newspaper

Presentation of this coupon good for

0

April 25-May2
Get In The Swing!
Keep Memphis Clean!

discount

all paint and pale accessories including ladders in our flock.

Sherwin Williams wood stain

and

79,
,
c
B
A
N
3
FRYERS 3
25t
LARGE MEATY BIRDS

CUT UP

SPAGHETTI

29
BUTTER
BEANS 10 oz. 11
LB.
PKG.

DUBON FANCY

GRADE A LARGE

on

EGGS

45

DOZ.

HOLLYWOOD ONLY!

SHORTrw"
TRAY
PACK
LB.

15/2 oz.
CAN

HALVES

SPECIAL PURCHASE MASONITE

CRISCO

,

TRADE WIND
PRE-COOKED

FISH STICKS
8oz.
PKGS. 00
FOR

ARMOUREA

iv)

NO

19c
2
5,
TOMATOES
TISSUE

4 ROLL PACK 11
;

HUNT'S
SOLID PACK

N1ERRIMAC

i:SAUSAGE5oz.L.J SALMON

11,

17 oz. CAN
,••

99c gal.

roof paint

15

MEMPHIS STORES ONLY
hnol Closeout on Toastmaster Tools While Supply Lasts

5403-1
/
4"
5503

$7.99

5556 Sander

$7.99

$10.99 7/
1
4" Fury Power Saw .$19.95

Jig Saw

LIMITED QUANTITIES

BUILDER S
SUPPLY,Inc.

[HYMAN
V-

94 Peer! St.
Dial rii411111
Grenada. Miss.

NOTICE:
,:'.

,
E.F1 FECT
.
,
I VEI SpAh4
TUR•
DirsiAt::1414

Si
Ford. St.

1378 hOLLYWOOD
3511 PARK

V

V

HOGUE & KNOTT

"
.
ay, b:dect:q;:tivr.;
Fcet;a71:u•Cit

1578 LAMAR

4321 SUMMER
3384 N. THOMAS

973 SO THIRD
33t2 SUMMER
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Need Peoples Day
To Focus On The
Polluted Minds 1
By LOUIS MARTIN

The genius of the American people is marvelous
to behold. None of their dreams seem impossible once

National Advertising Representatives
AMALGAMATED PUBLISHERS, INC.
310 Madison Avenue, Nw York 17, N.Y.

the people make up- their minds that they want to
translate them into reality.

Serving 1,000,000 Negroes in the Tri-State Area

Quicker than anyone thought possible a few years

Spiro Agnew, The Buffoon
Vice President Spiro Agnew
continues his role of a buffoon for
the Administration. He has attacked
without either rhyme or logic every
American
establishrespectable
ment, except garbage collection. He
is presently railing against the
American universities and colleges
which are making it possible for
disadvantaged, but able, Negro
students to come up to the standard
requirements of academic training.
In his speech at Des Moines,
Mr. Agnew berates the American
institutions for expanding educational opportunities to deprived young
people in our society, and "t o s s
them into a four-year college or
university curriculum they are not
equipped to handle."
This is a deliberate misreading of
of the purpose and meaning of the
collegiate program which is aimed
at bridging the academic gap between the unfortunate blacks a n d
the privileged whites. The main objective is to spread the blessings of
higher learning to the many and not
exclusively to the few.
That's the historical distinction
between the American democratic
view of higher education and the old
world's concept of academic learn-

ing. European universities were the
exclusive ramparts of the rich, the
powerful, the privileged class. In an
incredible measure this ancient
tradition yet prevails.
Here in America, the stance
has been toward broadening the portals so that more and more people
may be trained and developed to
their highest potentials. This has
been conceived to be the best way
of preserving our free institutions.
For, an enlightened citizenry is the
best insurance against subversion of
democracy.
Obviously Mr. Agnew has neither the mentality to understand this
development nor the inclination to
be informed on what such schools
as Harvard. Yale, Princeton and
other well-known universities feel
obliged to do under the stress and
compulsion history and the progressive march of events.
What the Vice President is after
is headlines. He is not a seeker after
the truth. His buffoonery is applauded in the Republican circles which
make a mockery of any effort toward bringing the black man to the
full measure of his responsibility
and expectation as an enlightened
citizen.

ago, Americans, with knowledge and all the material
resources necessary, set out for the conquest of the moon. With remarkable precision, they did it.
Now millions of Americans have decided to do something about the earth
and this is written on the first observance of Earth Day.
All across the nation, school k i d s,
college students, housewives, officials of
organizations of every description a n d
an impressive contingent of big time
politicians are attending rallies. All are
proclaiming a new emergency, a new national crisis.
The warning is that our society is headed for hell
in a hurry if action is not taken now to unpollute our
environment.

'JUST I36PATiENT J'IM124.1.DOC NIXON WILL HAVE
YOU UP AND OFF-RATIN' fttl. SOON"

The youngest American child understands t h e
message. Our land, our waters and the air that sustains our lives have been contaminated to the point
that all of us are being poisoned.

MY VIEW

President Made History

We can be sure that this new emergency is going
to galvanize the people into positive action. Government and the private sector are certain to find the
way to alleviate this crisis.

One cannot help but wonder what America sociean abler man than Carswell in the South
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
The Haynsworth and Carswell cases to nominate?
ty might become if, by some happenstance, the Ameriwill go down in history with some arguAlthough Carswell's white suprema- can people really became alarmed and excited about
ing that they were rejected by the Sency speech some twenty years ago may the state of race
relations in our society.
ate because they were Southerners.
have caused the spotlight to be focused
There are others who will contend that
upon him, I do not believe this is the
Just imagine rallies all over the nation on what
Carswell was a racist and
cause of his rejection by the Senate. If might be called Peoples
Day.
too mediocre to be an Ashe had been a distinguished jurist, I beIn Tangipahoa Parish, a new
sociate Justice. Hayn sWe know that the most polluted thing in our counlieve the Senate would have forgiven
black elementary school was closed. worth, they will say, was
him for what he said twenty years ago, try is the American mind. Almost everyone recognizes
The principal was reduced in pay involved in financial afespecially since ,Carswell contends that
and made a fourth grade teacher fairs that were a bit shady.
that the virus of racism, of violent racial hate, is as
he no longer is a\ white supremist. They
and part-time janitor. A black prin- When it is argued that
would have forgiven him in the light of lethal as any bomb.
Haynsworth and Carswell
cipal in Iberville Parish, who had
his repudiation of his racist speech. But
28 years at his post, a master's were rejected because
There are some remote geographical areas in our
when this speech was coupled with his
degree and his doctoral course they are Southerners, it
being a mediocre judge, his defeat be- vast country where the environment is relatively unwork completed at Columbia U n
must be remembered that
polluted. To find some area where the virus of racism
came a foregone conclusion.
versity was replaced as principal by Fortas, whose name Johnis not rampant, however, would be doubly difficult.
a white football coach after desegre- son withdrew, was not a Southerner. Times do change. however. Associate
gation. Black teachers frequently Nixon has the distinction of being the Justice Black could not be stopped
The facts about the ugliness and the explosive
find themselves "floaters" after first president in this century to have years ago when it was established that
Ku
Klux
member
of
the
a
he
had
been
dangers
of our racial .climate are all painfully familitransfer, with no regular c 1 a s s- had the Senate reject two of his nomijurist
and
distinguished
ar.
rooms, the report said. With f a r nees and the fourth in the history of the Klan. He was a
J
u
sAssociate
distinguished
became
a
whites,
they
more frequency than
nation to have two rejected. The PresiNone of the organizations nor the local and nahave been assigned to subjects in dent could have avoided this by with- tice. I am sure from now on young lawyers and judges will be more careful in tional leaders who are at work, seeking to improve
which they are not accredited. NEA drawing the names of his candidates.
public utterances and see to it that this racial climate, seem to be able to capture the
their
expressed fear that they may later
The President cannot establish his
they
make the right decisions.
concern of the masses of the people.
be dismissed on grounds of poor point that no Southerner can be confirmplainly,
howsay
Nixon
should
Mr.
performance.
that
When
he
argues
Senate.
ed by this
Racism appears to have narcotic qualities a n d
In DeSoto Parish white parents way, he refuses to admit that the ma- ever, that he is really not trying to balAmericans
become addicts almost before they learn
often sit in to "monitor" black jor objection to Carswell was that he is ance the Supreme Court. He is trying
to
walk.
Court
the
on
getting
imbalance
it
by
teachers in integrated classrooms. a mediocre judge. Of course, the Presi- to
One of the most tragic consequences dent cannot admit this because he would more conservatives than liberals. I
The supreme tragedy is, however, that we may
of desegregation for the transferred be saying that he had knowingly nomi- think the President really wants to undo
black student, the report said. "is nated a mediocre man. So the Presi- what the Warren Court did. The Presi- be in far more danger of mortal injury from racial
the forfeiture of his own sense of dent has to say that his nominees were dent intends to have his way. He will hostility than from the polluted environment.
school spirit and group identity. rejected because they are Southerners. soon be able to appoint judges in t h e
Some have called the ghettos in our cities concenLeft behind to be stored, scattered The President's decision to go outside places of Douglas and Black. We will
soon
tration
Court
conservative
camps, and considering the human misery in
or abandoned are trophies, picthres, the South for his next nominee is not have a truly
these social pressure-cookers, the comparison is not
plaques and every symbol of black good. Is he saying that he cannot get and the President will be glad.
identity, or black students' achievefar fetched. While blacks suffer most, the repercusments. and of their school's history.
sions of widespread racism touch the lives of all citiThe report was based on studies
zens everywhere. It is all too true that the whole soby a 20-member NEA team in 48 of
ciety is sick.
the state's 66 school system. The
NEA is expected to file suit on beIt would
foolish, of course, to ignore the probevery former slave would be He was willing to trade with
By NAT D. WILLIAMS
half of demoted and fired black
lem
of
enviroiirtiental
pollution and every citizen must
given forty acres of land and a them . . .at the expense of the
educators.
LET'S FACE IT
black man. The deal to which have some concern for what is happening to the earth.
mule.
The NAACP and other civil
Back in the days of Reconhe agreed to gain their support It is even more foolish,
however, for Americans to
rights organizations should either struction in the South. . .right But all this promise had
was to withdraw the Northern
join the NEA in this legal action or after the Civil War. . .black been brought about by one con- troops from the South if the continue to dismiss the sinister social forces that are
institute suits of their own. For, un- Americans enjoyed equal rights dition that too many bl a ck Southern white electorate would destroying the capacity of men to live on this earth
less this perverted trend is arrest- before the law. There was no Americans don't know about to- vote for him.
in peace.
or
ed, what is happening in Mississip- legal segregation. The So u th day. Federal or Unio n,
seemed well on the way to an northern soldiers were quarter- The deal was made. And
According to the National Education Association
pi and Louisiana will spread to integrated society. There was
ed in t h e defeated Confed- Rutherford B. Hayes became over 10 million school
children will become pollution
other states like wild prairie fires. great hope among black Amen.
were there president of the country. He
cans from 1867 to around 1877. erate states. They
fighters
and
are
participating
in the observance of
because many radical Northern kept his word He withdrew the
Blacks rode any place they ens wanted to punish the South Northern soldiers from t h e Earth Day. The national Earth
Day coordinator estichose and could afford on pub- for trying to leave the union south. Immediately things
mates
that
programs
and
rallies
are being held today
lic transportation vehicles. They
changed for the worse f o r
after he delivered an attack on the slept and ate in non-segregat- and form another nation.
on
2,000
college
campuses,
in
10.000
black men in the South and virhigh schools and
ed hotels. They served as South- And the presence of the troops tually all over the nation.
in 2,000 towns and cities.
Nixon Administration.

NEA Hits School Bias
A highly disturbing report on
school desegregation as practiced in
Louisiana, was issued the other day
by the National Education Association. It charges that the intent of
court-ordered integration has been
perverted to cause widespread demotion and dismissal of black educators, humiliation of black students
and destruction of black community values.
According to the NEA findings,
black educators are being displaced
through demotion, dismissal, pressured resignations and assignments
out of field to be replaced by whites
who in many instances are less qualified in preparation level and experience.
Segregation and discrimination
still are widely practiced, even within supposedly integrated schools.
Black children frequently attend
segregated classrooms within "integrated" buildings or are relegated
to one side or one corner of a classroom.

Desegregation is "o n e-w a
with black schools — even modern,
well equipped ones — frequently selected for closing or reduction in
status from high school to junior
high school.
The NEA's Louisiana repor t,
coupled with one it made on Mississippi six weeks ago. casts serious
doubt on the supposed programs
made in Deep South school desegregation in the past year.
Black administrators, consel
ors, coaches, band directors and department heads are most frequently hurt in the desegregation process.
NEA said. Principals generally are
given new titles such as "assistant"
or "coordinating" principal, with
ill-defined duties and little "authority.

A POINT OF VIEW
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Powell Is Still Popular
Despite a serious threat in some
quarters in Harlem challenging his
dominion of political power, Adam
Clayton Powell has been endorsed
by the influential Baptist Ministers
Conference of New York in his bid
for reelection to Congress.
The 500-m ember conference,
which represents an estimated 300,000 Negro church-goers in N e w
York's metropolitan a r e a, gave
voice approval to Powell yesterday

"Black people are worse off today than they were ten years ago,"
Powell told the ministers who applauded him lustily. He was in his
usual matchless rhetorical form as
he assailed the Republican Administration for its failure to come to
grips with the problems of poverty
and rampant racism.

ern legislators, helping to make
laws. They were mayors, judges", senators, congressmen,
sheriffs, constables, and other
office holders, all over the Confederate South.

also served as protection for the
recently freed slaves. Carpetbag governments in the South
remained in the saddle under
the protective shadow of the
bayonets of federal troops.

For twelve years, from 1865
to 1877, black Southerners enjoyed the illusion of freedom.
Former slaves looked to the
federal goverment to advance
their lot. The Freedman's Bureau gave the impression that

Then in 1876 things began to
change. A northern republican
wanted to become president of
the United States. He was a
slick politician. He saw a
chance to get the voting sup
port of Southern white people

The Carpetbag Governments
began to collapse. Black office
holders found themselves being
kicked and chased out of their
positions. The Ku Klux K1 a n
was given its head, and the
hooves of the terrorists' horses
began to ring through the black
ghetto and countryside. The
black man hit upon hard times.
That was about 100 years ago.
See any c nilarities for t o-

This massive demonstration of concern over our
environment is bound to inspire constructive action.
We predict that the genius of America will rise to the
occasion and rescue our ravaged land and put the
brakes on pollution.
Our fear is that we may eventually cleanse the
air, the land and the waters and wind up with only
Oil
rib anirnros in a position to enjoy them.
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Where Fresh Things
Are Happening!

1.1
ea.-•
WITH VOICES STAR — Members of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority, Inc., presented Voices, Inc., last Thursday evening in the Music Hall of the City Auditorium, and they
are seen here with one of the stars of the show. From left

NEW STEWARDESS—As the "Most Ideal Stewardess" in
her class, Miss Armie Lee Kerr was presented a doll called
"Junior Birdman's Award." She has been flying for six
weeks.

•
are Mrs. John Martin, Mrs. Juanita Chambers, Jesse De
voy, Mrs. Odis Strong and Mrs. Lillian Hammond.
(Withers Photo)

Supt.' Rioln
SEMI BONELESS
-Fully Clinked

Employee Finds Depot Russell Wilson To Give
Ideal Place To Work Piano Recital At MSU

Russell Wilson will present Minor, Op. 119, No. 2" and
"The Defense Depot Mem- field activity of the Defense his graduate piano recital this "Rhapsody in E-Flat
Major,,
phis is an idealaplace to work!" Supply Agency, she was em- Friday, May 1, in the Harris Op. 119, No. 4," by
Brahms,!
Music
Auditorium at Memphis and "Sonata in F. Sharp MaThat is the opinion of Mrs. ployed as a medical helper.
Netta M. Parson who resides Her husband, Eha 'Parson is State University, starting at jor, Op. 30, No. 4," by Scriabin.
a retailer in Memphis. They 8:15.
at 1328 East Trigg.
Mrs. Wilson is a student of
"I've been an employee at have two daughters, Joyce Ann, A graduate of Booker T. Daniel Fletcher.
the Depot since May 1966," she 20, in her third year at Mem- Washington High School, Mr.
said, "and I'd like to stay right phis State University, and Lin- Wilson is well known in Memda Kay, 16, a junior at Hamil- phis for his musical
Miss Armie Lee 'Kerr, a 20- mates to the extent that she on at my job."
skills.
ton High School. Last week,
year-old stewardess for Ameri- was voted "Most Ideal StewarIn
her
free
time,
Mrs.
Linda was accepted in the Johnny Scott Show Quartet,
can Airlines, was home during dess" and was presented a doll
orthe past weekend to visit her called "J unior Birdman's Parson is a licensed missionary Honor Society.
ganist at Mt. Olive CME Cathefor
the Holy Temple Church of
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Award,"
dral and has been director of II
Kerr of 822-C LeMoyne Park, Now based in Chicago, s h e God in Christ. She has made
Cantorium Singers. He plans to
trips
to
Oklahoma,
California,
and her six brothers and four has been flying to all points in
pursue a doctorate in music
Colorado, Texas and Michigan
sisters.
the United States.
at Indiana University.
The Wisconsin PTA will preas
a
representat
ive
of
her
Miss Kerr says that her preMiss Kerr had just completed
His program will be repeated sent "Dances
of Many Lands"
six weeks on the job after com- sent plans are to fly f o r 10 church. Her journeys have exat St. Andrew AME Church on Friday
night, May 1. startpleting the course for airline years, "until I am 30," a n d tended to Bermuda, Nassau and
at
Parkway
and
Mississippi
on ing at 7:30 p.m. in the Wisconstewardesses that American op- then switch to something on the this summer she hopes to visit
Sunday, May 3, at 5 p.m.
Jerusalem.
sin school auditorium.
ground.
erates at Dallas-Fort Worth.
The program will include:
Before going to work as a Religion is important in
Up until the beginning of the
"Prelude and Fuge in A Min- Tickets may be obtained duryear. she was a clerk-typist clerk-typist, the young stewars the life of Mrs. Parson. She
or," Bach-Liszt; "Sonata in D ing the school hours 8:30 a.m.
with the Klondike Guidance dess completed nearly one has even conducted revivals in
Major, Op. 10, no 3," Beetho- to 4 p.m.
semester at Lane College in the church of her choice.
Center at Klondike School.
ven; "Ballade in F Minor, Op. Mrs. Bertha Wilbert is PTA,
"Then one day," she said, "I I Jackson, Tenn.
At the Defense Depot Mem
25," Chopin;" Intermezzo in E. president.
was looking in the paper and
phis, commanded by Navy CAP
saw this advertisement f o r,
tam Keith Bennett, she writes
stewardesses and decided to,
documents and assists in the
ian
call them."Memph
warehouse programs. Before
Ali
After in interview, the 1968
\‘orking at the Depot, a major
)i KS. NETTIE M. PARSON
graduate of Booker T. Washington High School was on her way
to Texas for training.
During her schooling in TexPrivate First Class James
as, she impressed her class- H.
Thomas, son of Mrs. Katie
Thomas of 2102 Curry ave.,
Memphis, has arrived at Camp
Casey, Korea, where he has
been assigned to the Seventh
Infantry Division.
A former student at Douglass High School, he is married
to the former Miss Cathy Ear.
lene Smith, who is residing in
Memphis until he returns from
overseas.
Pfc. Thomas entered the
Army in Sept. 1969 and took
basic training at Fort Campbell, Ky.

Airline Stewardess
Visits Family Here

sconn
si Program
To Feature Dances

Joins
Unit In Korea

GRAND
PENING

DEWEY
TOYOTA

Free
SONY TV
With Each
Toyota
.Friday to
5p.m.Sunday

Church Will Give
1
Mother's Day Tea
The Pastor's Pride Club of
Martin Temple CME Church
will present the annual Mother's
Day Tea
and
Fashion
Program at the Sheraton Motor
Inn at 889 Union ave. on May
10 from 4 to 7 p.m. The public
is invited.
The Rev. Paul Fowlkes is
pastor of the church.

Buy
Bonds

ATTENTION CHURCHES
We make the finest custom made
robes in the world. Pulpit Robes,
Choir Robes, Judicial Robes. We will
design any type robe for special
groups. Using the finest fabrics and
all robes are hand finished.
With each robe we come and
measure each person in your group.
We have made up samples to model
and show. Any color or fabric you
desire. Easy Payments.

The House of Robes, Inc.
3505 Hester Ave.
Telephone 743-5180
Memphis, Tenn. 38111
Franchrse For Sale in Memphis and surrounding territory

• Allgood

Sliced Bacon

HAVE YOU NOTICED???'
. . . Thats it's Spring
. . . That more buses are on the
streets to serve you

...That IT BETTER BY BUS...
Cheaper than driving a car,
cooler than walking,
Safer than any way
you can go.
For Schedules, call 523-2521

Pride of Illinois

Corn
Bush I_ ultra

MEMPHIS
TRANSIT
AUTHORITY

Beans
Sweet Peas
Golden Corn
C
17

YOUR
CHOICE

& P Cieam Style

A & PVVIrole Kernel
orn 114)7

LAST 6 DAYS • •
WHAT HAPPENS
IN A SOUTHERN TOWN
WHEN LAW AND ORDER IS IN
THE HANDS OF A BLACK SHERIFF?

$2952

LONGER... MILDER
AT
1:45
3:53
5:55
805
10:05

Detergent

A

Ann Soft Jumbo

Towels

"or,Pew* A Rolph Nei, ,orn
'
'-,oldsr-

..tick

000

ADOID

DEWEY
TOYOTA
311 East Broadway

Turkeys

Trade Mark Registered

Fine car Toyota
Craftsmanship
including
white sidewalls
Only $1895
delivered
Get 32 miles
per gallon

West Memphis, Arkansas

HP Ilk

ATTRACTION

AND A TOWN TURNS INTO A TIME-BOMB

Jim Brown George Kennedy
Fredric March
G

PALL MALL -so friendly to your taste'

GENERAL AUDIENCE

.3 Rolls

—
•

Prices good

May 2nd,Saturday.

423 N. Cleveland
213 Fraysor Blvd_
5990 Hwy. 51 South
7833 Lanalr Ave.
1500 S. Lauderdale
3561 Park Ave.
3200 Parkins Rd. South
2464 Poplar Ave
4770 Poplar Ave.
3473 Summer Ave
4750 Summer Ave.

•
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but don't we really try to
make those favorable horoscopes come true?
-_Erma Lee Laws
At any rate Alma and Phil'
‘cere dressed as Gurus as had
Woman 's Editor
appropriate decorations and
the menu was fit for the gods
ith all its astrological
ERMA LEE LAWS
names and beautifully wrapped
gifts for those whom the gods
"Tlf light of friendship is 'Fri-State
Defender
readers smiled on, namely Ethel
likenhe light of phospho- and presented a silver cup (Mrs. Marvin) Tarpley, Rosa
rus,aeen plainest when all by Mr. Black. Mrs. Lucille Robinson and Juanita (Mrs.
Price, longtime
worker in John) Brinkley, and Marian
aroaff it is dark." Crowell
civic affairs in New Chicago (Mrs. W.W.) Gibson each cartGrennund Tri-State Defendwas first alternate and Mrs. ing away handsome tote bagsl
r Luaoheon . . it was one of
Nancy Harris, of the Foots for those quickie trips.
lose=leart tugging affairs aeaborn
Homes who has over- And then there were also
h err the unsung heroines
come a personal handicap o feasting, and having a ball.
ere gi%en their place in the
.serve in many, many com- Augusta (Mrs. Harry) Cash.
an by Joe Black, Vice-Presimunity endeavors, was second Harriett (Mrs. Claiborne) Dae n t Greyhound Corporation
alternate.
vis. Walterine (Mrs. John)
ad the Tri State Defender at
The Tri-State Defender is Outlaw, Ruth (Mrs. Theadore)
ie "Women of the Year"
pleased to have served as the Beauchamp
Mildred
( Mrs.
incheon in the Living Room
vehicle by which these de- Fred) Jordan, Sallie (Mrs.
.pril 21. The idea for honorwomen were selected.!Caffrey) Bartholomew, a a d
ig, unsung heroines in the serving
CLUB POTPOURRI .
. The tit (Mrs. Floyd) Camplat11.
ommunity is the brainchild
was truly Leola (Mrs. H.A.) Gilliam
f Joe Black, former pitcher sun shone in and it
Aquarius" when made the absentee list.
:Rh the Brooklyn Dodgers the "Age of
(Mrs. Phillip ) Booth And Emma Jean (Mrs. Alex)
'ho has not forgotten the sac- Alma
Ofo Bridge set Turner rolled out the red carpet
likes his own mother made'feted the Afo
,recently
palatial East to the VIPs in her Orchid
at
her
.3 help him attain his pinnacle
McLem3re home. T'was no. Home and prepared the didif success.
problem for the members to cacies with her own little hands.
Mrs. Susis Davis. Director of find their Zodiac sign for The macaroni shrimp salad
he Beak Street Baptist Day •thoughtful Alma had horoscop- still has us drooling at the
are Center was named the ,ed the place mats — cops — we thought.
'Woman of the Year" by the really meant to say place mats The gifts acquired for fines- AT DINNER-DANCE — Members of I.es Jeunes Fines Clab presented a
Robinson, Miss Georgette Robinson, general chairman of the affair; Major
se at bridge ran the gamut gala dinner and dance on Thursday night, April 16, at Holiday Cit), and
George L. Robinson, Miss Jeanne Barnette, Miss Denise Lewis, financial
of mod watches, sunglasses. the club members are seen here with their adult guests. Seated from
secretary; Misses Rennin Pippin, Linda Strong, Pat Washington, Claudine
which left are Mrs. ('harks Pinksttn, Miss Barbara Bowles, Mrs. Jeannie Bowles,
t umbrellas and jewelry
Stansbury, advisor; Lynn Harris, Sherry Washington, Eva Mayweatber,
went to Joyce Weddington, Miss Eunice Carruthers, Dr. Charles Dinkins, Miss Ruth Bowles, presisecretary; Denise Springfield, historian; Rhonda Washington, chaplain':
Emma Jean Stotts, Millicent dent of the club; Councilman and Mrs. Fred Davis and Mrs. Earl WashNOTICE
Sylvia Wallace, Cheryl Johnson and Mrs. Joan Golden.
Bolden, Vera Smith and Faye ington. Standing, same order, are Dr. Charles Pinkston, Mrs. George L.
TO TAXPAYERS _
Lewis along with guests FrankOF THE CITY OF MEMPHIS
ie Gregory, Nellie Trotter and
1970 REAL ESTATE
-new breed- young, gifted! Omar Robinson w a s home
Bertha Dillard.
Having a relaxed evening and and black, fashionable but Ater last week-end with his
Petitions for revision of tax assessment by City
Partaking of the goodies were with that humane touch; Nta• choir from Langston University+
•
!If-Memphis on real estate will be heard by the CITY
Velma Lois Jones, Bernice
another
opschools.
This
Lougino,
was
(Mrs.
Jr.)
Helen
Fowler, she's the prexy,
Or MEMPHIS BOARD OF EQUALIZATION jointly
Una Robinson. along
with
with the County Board beginning:
Club held a meeting at the Leguests Elsie Malunda. Annette Thompson, Evelyn (Mrs. WU-Isis two month old nephew,
•
Walker Clubhouse recently
ha
Andre
Robinson
Brad,
Gerald
Robertson,
who's
Marie
ham)
MONDAY,MAY 4, 1970
Young, Mae Frances Martin,
M e m b e r s of Entre Nous
Mrs..- Nell
Therise Brown, Thelma Holm- ford, Elsie (Mrs. Ted) Branch, the pride and by of Lillie'Bridge Club treked to Lake- with the president,
..
Osborne presiding. She reportes, Helen Walls who was pre- Gem (Mrs. Bill) Smith, along and Halloe Robinson.
The hearings will be from 10:00 A.M. to 12:00
view Gardens recently for an ea on • the co3peration of the Les Jeunes Fines Club peeHan(Mrs.
Peggy
guests
with
paring to join her hubby in
And Mrs. Ruth Anderson evening of royal entertainment
sented its gala dinner._ and
noon, Monday through Friday, 4th Floor, Shelby
Miami. they're just back from per) Brewer and Zeritia (Mrs.and Mrs. Grace Parker are, by the genial h ostess, Mrs. group in a project for Lee Cun- dance on Thursday night,'April
County Administration Building, 160 North Main
Jake) Peacock.
Taiw n. and yours truly.
back after vacationing in Haiti. William (Gerri) Little in her ningham, the blind tenor.
Holiday City, Holidiy
16.
Stret. The hearings will continue through WednesWill wonders never cease?
n th • pr'z, and Hawaii. Mrs. Anderson is lovely Horn Lake residence. The members are now busy Inn.
Missing out
.
MemLife
NAACP
with
their
day'. May 27, 1970.
This was the question posed of gourmet cook books, sta- just a regular little globe trot- Club business and a delecDe.
Ernkins,
Charles
pastor:of
bership.
by members of Les Girls when tionery, "worry
know:
tele- er
•
table repast preceded a funThe dinner as held at the First Baptist Church LaudgrAnd
Harold
Tillie
Whaand
they
luncheon
met
at
with
what
have
phone
books
and
just
filled hour of competition for Four-Way Grill. Mrs. Zana dale. was the dinner speaker.
- Petitions may be obtained from the above adVelma Lois Jones as hostess you from milad•
over the week- gorgeous prizes.
or te hem
He gave a brief speech on the
dress and should be completed prior to appearing beat4e Four Flames. Tis no boutique shops were Serail end to -D.C. were he attended • The winners was Mrs. %V.:rd was a guest and brought topic, "The Worth of Qur
FederaCity
the
report
from
a
fore the Boards.
won er about the queries for (Mrs. Horace) Chandler. De- the U.S, Chamber of Commerce!Frances Hassell, first prize of
Youth."
the group due to neglience lores (Mrs. Harold) Lewis'meeting. Harold's a member a ring watch; Mrs. Helen tion.
Miss Eunice Carruthers. acpresent
Mrs.'
Members
were
on the prexy, yours truly had Evie (Mrs. OdeUl Horton,+ of the Urban and Regional Bowen, second prize of a wrist
1970
companied by Mrs. Joan GeldMrs.
Sanders,
Anna1
Irene
not met in lo these many Gloria Lindsey, and Joyce! Affairs Committee of the U.S. watch; and Mrs. Lllian Wolfe,
PERSONALTY
Owen, Mrs. Sara Carr, Mrs.1 en of Radio Station WL4K,
!Chamber. They'll spend a few ,who won a cocktail ring
months.
(Mrs. Howard) Pinkston.
as Elizabeth Harris, Mrs. Reola I served as toastmistress.
AND
Here gathered in all their
I days in New York catching!third prize.
•
Among the adults present
The members of the Mem- some plays
AD VALOREM
spring finery Dot (Mrs. Walter)
before Harold be- Guests who won identical Howard, Mrs. Alma Soni, Miss were Councilman and Mrs.
phis Links are bubbling over
Carrie
Maggie
Mrs.
Newsom,
gins
his
'Evans, whose new home is
new duties as Director prizes, and in the same order
th oraise for your h 1
Mabry and Miss B. C. Lenior, Fred Davis, Dr. and Mrs. alarPetitions against Personalty and Ad Valorem
f the CommunityHealto Pro- were Mrs. Norma
the topic of many many conles Pinkston, Major and Mrs.
Griffin, Mrs. reporter.
Sale"
'making
"Thrift
their
gram of the Mid South Medi- Joan Johnson
assessments will be heard by the City Board of
versitions. She's one of the
George L. Robinson, Mrs.
and Mrs. Otha
the success that it was down at
cal Center.
Equalization in Room 515, CITY HALL, 125 North
Thelma Harris. Mrs. Jeannie
Sermons
the Parish Hall o. Emu. noel And Fr. Jim
Lyke, pastor of
Bowles and her daughter Bar.Main Street on the following dates:
Episcopal Church. Donations St. Thomas Catholic Church Others present were membara.
bers Alice Helm. Nedra Smith,
Thursday
of clothing were made to the had a surprise
May 28, 1970
Al)VALOREM
guest in the pre- L. Delores Scott, Arand Taylor,
l Florida Kansas
After the meal, was ended.
Day
Care
CenFriday
1970
29,
May
•PERSONALTY
sence of his nephew Carl Lyke Carris Scott
the sedate and elegantly atand Mollie Long,
ter and the Children's Clothes who's studying
Humanities at and guests Barbara ' Atkins
tired young women and their
Closet.
Arkansas AM&N College in
elegantly groomed escorts OneThe bearings will be from 10:00 A.M. to 12:00
Margaret (Mrs. Fred) Rivers preparation to becoming a Bap- Pearl Gordon, Fannie Delk and
ed to the music of Leslie RichJosephine Yung.
DOUBLE ACTION
noon. Petitions may be obtained from the CITY
• tist minister.
/COLORS RAY HAIR BLACK and Lil (Mrs. Floyd) Campbell
The Hiawatha Art and Social ardson and Antonio Benson.
ASSESSOR'S OFFICE.
DitEssu HAIR IN pimi was chairman of the sale.
Club met recently at the Robi• CITY -BOARD OF EQUALIZATION
CHIT CHAT . . The members
lio Cafeteria with Mrs. W. A. welfare of the group, and
of the 1950 graduating class of
Bisson, Mrs. Earl Green and courtesies extended to Mrs.
Booker T. Washington are
Mrs. Eleanor Oglesby as host- Amanda Smith and Mrs. Mary
D. King.
!being brave and believing their 1 For hamburger fans, here's
esses.
'youthful looks and asking some a variation on the traditional The La Rita Homemakers SoMrs. Grace Tardy presided Other members present were
of you to declare yourselves tomato barbecue sauce. Cook cial Club will present Afro over the business session, and Mrs. Lucille Wil.Fon, Mrs. Wiland participate in a general 1 2 cup of sliced onions in 1/4 Fashions in a show to be pre- reports were _made on the City la Briscoe, Mrs. Cordelia
!Mims, Mrs. LaBlanche Jackmeeting in preparation for a cup of butter or margarine un- sented next Sunday. May 3,I Federation.
class reunion. Contact William til onion is light brown. Add 2/42 from 5 to 8 p.m. at the Klon- The
members
cooperated son. Mrs. Mildred Crawcard,
Hughes, he's the prexy. Eve- teaspoon of salt, 2 tablespoons dike Civic Clubhouse at 943 Vol- I with plans of the day.
'Mrs. Louise Kirklon, Mrs. Tellyn Robertson is secretary: of worcestershire sauce, 1 table- lentine. Refreshments will be Mrs. Ernestine Martin plans ma Hooks, Mrs. Emma Johnto help the members with Art son, Mrs. Winnie Hill, Airs.
Lois Larry, Assistant Secre- spoon of lemon juice, 2 table- ! served without charge.
Mrs. Vera Moton is chairman projects.
tary; Charles Patterson, Busi- spoons of sugar, Vs teaspoon of
Flora Cochrane and Miss BC.
Reports were made for the I Lenoir, reporter.
ness Manager, Rev. Kenneth oregano, 2/3 cup of ketchup and of the fashion show.
Whalum, Chaplain and Clifford 1 cup of canned apple sauce
-----(down•tair)
Stockton, chairman of the Re- Mix well. Serve hot.
Makes
union.
about 2-1
/
2 cups.
Certain cars have always made a statement
I --- 10•1•10

••••••

Entre Nous

n Lakeview

Reports Given Les Jeunes
To Baker Club
Filles Give
Dinner-Dance

1

t
I

I

Hiawatha Art
And Social
Club Is Feted,

HIDE GRAY HAIR
e•
i

SLIM BLACK

2

Kitchen Tip

.AT ALL DRUGSTORES

Afro Fashions
Will Be Shown

ByMan Claire

*NO

14 North Main

•••••••

527-3619

downtown • union ave.
southland mall

Open Monday Thru Saturday 9:30 a.m. 5:30 p.m.

about the people who owned them.

C S S—

MOTHER'S DAY SPECIAL

fashion ipatialisht In sires
/
2 to 321
IS to 60 and 161
/
2

Synthetic tapered Wig
$595
Wash & Wear

WIG
WIG

SEE OUR 100% HUMAN HAIR GOODS
-

1695
1695

Short Tapered

WIG

WIG
'1095

Natural Parted
WIG

'2495

38.00
specially sized
38 to 52

•%--4. •

Hand Made

1.3495

lighter-than-air
voile.eostunte

warm weather Inspiration ... Dacron poly's.
ter and cotton voila
dress end jacket pront.
/se a cool summer . . .
fully lined and washable for easy care ...
aqua or brown with
white shadow plaid.

Natural Parted
WIG

MAIL ORDERS.
odd 756 ?oases ell•• 41
/
2%
tax for Tromso' d•Ittorry

Today, Toronado can say a lot about you.
Fully equipped, including Van Ratio Power Steering, tandem power disc brakes fiberglen belted, whitewall tires, 375 hp. rocket 455 V-8 Turbo Hydra-matic tranunission,
foam padded, 6 way electric front seat, electric clock, tinted giMS, push button radio,
cruise control, tilt and telescopic steering wheel, door edge guards, deluxe seat belts,
custom interior, front and rear auxiliary floor mats, power windows and many other
accessories.
You Can Own The Ultimate Escape Machine For Only

$2495

$5375
You're in good company in a Wsra
—E-0,Toronado by Oldamobii..

Expert Styling

$350

‘..J

STOUT SHOPPE
DOWNTOWN •
64 50. MAIN
• 527-6435
UNION AVI. •
1992 UNION
• 274-2065
WHITIHAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL • 390-0064

WITH

FIWYCHR
OLDS CO.
2525 SUMMER
3247341

WILL
WORK

PAT
WIN
YOU1

•••
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NEW AGENCY DIRECTOR — Melvin J. Roberds, right,
has been appointed to the position of agency director with
the Mammoth Life Insurance Company in the home of.
lice at Louisville, and be is congratulated here by J. E.
Price, left, president of the company. Mr. Robards has
ser%ed the company as agent, staff manager and district
manager in Cleveland, ()hit), with outstanding success. He
was appointed claims manager with the home office in
1987, a position he held until his recent appointment. Mr.
Robards Is a graduate of Kentucky State College, where
he received a bachelor of science degree,and attended
Indiana University.

40NGWRITER SALUTED — Vocalist Donne Warwick
sUis two st.ngs from Grammy Award.winning scores by
gart Bacharach—"Raindropa Kee Ponta' on My Head"
from the film "Butch Cassidy and the Sundatsce Kid"
sad "Ill Never Fall in Love Again" from Broadway's
"Promises. Promises"—during "The Best on Record: The
ferammy Awards Show" to he colorcast on N B C-TV,
Channel 5. on Thursday Mar 7 from 9-to p. ni. Composer
Racharach introduces Miss Warwick on the show.

Judge Horton Delivers
Speech In Brownsville

The Gold Room of the Browns-' for friends and well wishers to
ville Bank was opened on Fri- hear Judge Odell Horton, Shelby
day night, April 17, to the direc- County Criminal Court.
tors of the First Baptist Church
At 7:30 p.m. places began to
Community Day Care Center fill up until most of them were
I filled. Soft music recorded, was
followed by piano numbers by i
Mrs. Jennie S. Vance, until the
toastmaster, Walter Hill, presented Mrs. Thomas Sneed,
treasurer of the center w h o
greeted the guest.
The Rev. Leroy Thompson
said the prayer followed by a
vocal selection, "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic" by Mrs.
Ola Mae Mathis of Humboldt,
Tenn.
Judge B.W. Cobb presented
Judge Horton, who gave a
heartwarming message on
"Togetherness," so inspiring, he
was given a standing ovation at
the close.
Layman Johnson, center chairman, presented the "Man of the
Year" award to Rev. F. J.
Powell, for his leadership and
unselfish service in the community.
C. A. Rawls, president of the
Golden Circle Life Insurance
company, gave remarks and
Curtis Lowery, postmaster for
Brownsville, gave very timely
remarks on the need for peace
and unity in any city or town.,
Mrs. Mathis closed the program
by singing "The Impossiblel
Dream."
Hostesses for the occasion were
Mrs. Nola Bond, Mrs. Ida Bradford, Mrs. Audrey Rawls, Mrs.;
Queen Estes, Mrs. Pearlie M.I
Hess and Mrs. Cynthia Bond.
Hostesses for t h e occasion
Somerville, Jackson. Ripley an
RECEIVE SUMMER SCHOLARSHIPS
Humboldt. Mrs. Willett Perry
is teacher at the center and
,Three members of thr 1.1inicula e
11,elnil Woods and "toli M. HO. The choir
Miss Lula Mae Southall, dieticrecently completed a self.finr.nced, fnur-d- y
lion Hiatt School choir in Clarksdale, Miss.
ian, Proceeds from the affair
trim n .he Chicago area.
receivtl scholarships hr sum nv-r
went to the needs of the center.
.They are (from left) Robert Alonzo Redd,
First Baptist Church gives the
facilities for the school. T h e
officials extended thanks to all
who attended.

11)11:111CIE

...TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY.,
AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS!

A

You can't do as well
anywhere else!
BLUE PLATE
MAYONNAISE

KROGER
SUGAR
LB.
BAG

DEL MONTE
FRUIT
COCKTAIL

.4

WITH OUR COUPON OFFER!

FRESH
PICNIC

BOSTON
ROLL

9,

CUTUP, MIXED PARTS

9..

94

lb.

FRESH
STRAWBERRIES

SWEET
CORN

io 59

$1

FRYING
CHICKEN

U.S. CHOICE TENDERAY

BONELESS
ROAST

1- LB.
CANS

YELLOW
SQUASH -

4

4E•

•••••••ffi.•

EARS

.11•••••••

MAHALIA'S

••••••••

••••••••••••••

COUPONS
MEL-0-SOFT

One Of The
Most Important
Steps You'll
Ever Take
HELP THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
and HELP YOURSELF as a member of the
METROPOLITAN POLICE DEPARTMENT of WASHINGTON,D,C.
We need men that UNDERSTAND WASHINGTON'S PROI3LEM3.
•

YOU CAN QUALIFY—APPLY NOW!
•Advancement Opportunities•Medical Care•Family benefits *Excellent

I CHICKEN SPECIAL
I 304 Off on sl's
Dinner
I
891 So. Parkway E.
2405 So. Bellevue
▪ 943 So. 3rd • 293 E. McLen,nra
I
.343 Vance Ave. at 4th
I Good'Fri., May 1, Sat., May 2,
m Sun. May 3 WITH COUPON •
L l'.•1 T 2T0 CUSTOMER
lineal
11•11 BM MI ilell 1.1 MN IMO

lia

PAANALIA JACKSON

•

SHRIMP SPECIAL
111 30, off on sin •
i
▪
963 McLecoore
•
z
..
t Mayth
4
1,
Ave; ta
•goodildreri.V,
May 1,
I Sun. May 3 WITH COUPON 1
a LIMIT 2 TO CUSTOMER
111= SWIM.....

Front Street—Memphis, Tennessee

North

When: Saturday. May Z 1 P.M.

entrance
salary
$8 000
regular
increases to 510 300
1

For further information about tests in your
area,
call:(901) 534-3956

I

MAHALIA'S CLEANER
1°. Off
Pyrobove
Si CI
111.1660 Molkohe clvenee.

VI

340

AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY

EMPLOYER

St Porter
1129 Etotlirrut
1143 No. Ttb 2453 Park A ve
013 MleeksaPpi Blvd.
Valle,

rit.„ May
••••

1. Sat., M.4

100 EXTRA
4:-; TOP VALUE ;le
..—
zie gra
op.
STAMPS
... 10.
eim
. . .4.

(50
5()
50
50
50
50
50
50
25

Li.

5-LB.
BAG

11;11

IMM

:70

Om

rat.

milk products.

with this
coupon and

.74
SIM

$5.00 purchase,
mal
••• :excluding tobacco
c
in
coa:d* ....._

Good thru Tue.

o.
On

OP

TI COUPON

00

WO

Om

laila
awe
Om . iruon
resb eo
°reo:o
fr zen
tharm
r: Zill
0111 champ yequiramenta_
tbru Tues., May 5.
arse
limn one.-

....

25
25
15
25

May 5.

or
e

=1

Duckling.

PANTY

i• 1 00:itt,'; eii .'.'. .KI,rri';..;„,.;,„
r V 0. 1',At.,„

wnh this coupon and
$5.00 additional ourchase,excluding tobacco
and fresh Of frozen

sale

with ugt%

1-11). Kroger
ONAIIANIS or ZiPs
t100*
.

9i

elm

BONUS COUPON
For Extra Top Value Stamps

KROGER SUGAR

0
.
6

263 It. 11101..eatorii
346 Vallee Ay& at 4th
lOopd Fn., May 1, Oat., May I.:
WITH COUPON-,
un. May 3
LIMIT 2 TO CUSTOMER
NW ellill ONO 1111111•111111111111111 INN

•

APPLY NOW!

1111

SHANK
PORTION,

'0
hroser

DONUT SHOP
1 Dos.
Regular Price
2nd Doz.
/
1
2Price

Maio Post Office Building—No. 1

PINT

MOREL L'S •
PRIDE

MANALIA JACKSON

SPECIAL WALK—IN EXAM
Where:

BIG K DRINKS
SLICED
BACON
COOKED
HAM .

won

Retirement'Educational Opportunities'Vacation and Holidays•Entwines
Salary of $e000— full pay received during the 16 week training mitres
*Relocation expenses paid by the Metropolitan Police Dept.,Washington.11 C.

REQUIREMENTS
Age-20 thru 29
He
High School Diploma
or equivalent

I

Dinner

BREAD 4

1-LB. 4oz.
,LOAVES

vsUI

I

.3
4

pkgs. Krone;

5

a'Di 2 dotrn Kruecr
DONUTS

6

with 2 pkgs. Breast. Leas ur
Country Cut-Up Fit Y Fits

7

with 2 pltra. T-linne or

STFAKS

with 2-lbs. or noire Ground

8

ROUND or Choppyd 'OH I 0 •

9

with 2 pkgs. Breakfast
PORK CHOPS

10

v,ith 2 pkg. Center-Cul.

II NIkt

11

with 2 hraila
LETTUCE

12

T
wO
ithM6
AT
nraZre

13

with 5-lb. baK
GRAPEFRUIT

14

with 5-lb. bag
POTATOKS

15

with 3-lbs.
ONIONS

Exp. 4/28/70

—11111,14111rmilailmm

Limit one.

2

war-

-WY

-40
mar
!sit
•
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stated that he and Oscar sidelined most of the season son undefeated after the
weren't at odds but the Royals with a knee injury, becomes Amarillo tllants had handed
I had to look to the future and the second Memphian of t Ii e the defending champs their
, the club contemplated a salary year to share in world cham- first setback, 6-5, last week.
•
uemand'from its ace which pionship proceeds. Oscar Reedp The Blues started the season
•
•
the team was financially un- of the NFL champion Minne- ' with the thrust of a Saturn
•
ALCIAIDOR AND BIG "0" "Big 0" will team up with, able to meet. Oscar must have sota Vikings picked up about booster, going 6-0 before biting
•
•
Alcindor to give the Bucks a viondered about that when $15,000 after that Super Bowl the dust. Counting three games
•
The Milwaukee Bucks' signing budding
•
Indianola,
Rookie
Miss.
6-10 lost to Kansas City,
dy an sty. Despite
at the tailend of last season
•
if Lew Ajcindor last year after injuries this past
•
season Ro- sensation Sam Lacey recently BLUES' STREAK HALTED and the six games sweep of
he 7-2 giant had helped too bertson scored 25
•
Manager Johnny Antonelli the Texas League Playoffs, the
points per inked a million dollar pact with
and Wee N(:AA Champion- game but matters were
1925 UNION AVE.
com- the Royals. The "Big 0" made perhaps put it best when he Blues had won 15 in a row.
"Signs of the Seventies" was
Inns for UCLA converted thel plicated when it became ap- in the vicinity of $125,000 al told the Memphis
275-1148
Ron Allen continued to lead the general theme of the Music
Blues that it
firk team from a cellar dwel-I parent that the former
SUMMER
3250
year.
That
figure
will
be
rais-'
pre
was
t
ty
difficult
run
producers
driving and Art Festival held in the
to go Blues
UC
er to second place this season great didn't fit in new coach ed to $175,000 annually by thelthrough a Texas League
id
324-4444
sea- in nine op a .481 average.
Lincoln
Junior High School
n the Eastern Division behind
Bob Cousy's youth movement. Bucks management.
gymnasium recently.
he New York Knickerbockers. Robertson, who took over the Paulk will join his new teaml
The atmosphere exemplified
The Rocks wasted little timei
being
released
from
upon
the
league's play:making title from
the "Age of Aquarius" as the
itting the headlines after the Cousy before the
latter retir- army next fall. The former
glee club, the band and dance
(nicks destroyed them in the ed from the Boston Celtics, Lester star appeared briefly
groups performed at the an.emifinals of the playoffs, an-. balked at a mid-season trade for the Bucks two years ago
nual presentation.
iouncing the completion of a attempt to send him to
Balti- before being drafted. Paul took
Mrs. Mary Robertson was
rade with Cincinnati which will more for Gus Johnson. clause a weekenc. pass from F ort
A
chairman of the program. Pro-i
ring perennial NBA superstar in the "Big 0—s contract gave Campbell to see his old teamceeds will benefit the athletic
)scar Robertson to Milwaukee., him the final word on whether mates in an exhibition with the
program of the school.
Die Books had to give up their he would
Atlanta
Hawks
here
last
Octobe traded.
Mose Walker, Jr., is principal;
,econd leading scorer Flynn
ber.
•
of the school, and Horace King!
:tobinson and Memphian Char- Cousy, whose Cincy team apRitill.1111011606004failer.W004skatgraqablba•WW1111111.1111111111111111111111a111.1111111111111111711111
1.
LOCAL PRO CAGERS
assistant principal.
es Paulk.
peared in the Mid-South Coli- The Bluff City is well repreMany experts feel that the seum twice the past season, sented in the- pro cage leagues.
••••.
In addition to Paulk, his high
school teammate Rich Jones
joined the Dallas Chapparals
two weeks ago after spending
most of the season playing in
Italy. The Chaps tried to sign
the 6-8 forward when he was
senior at Memphis State. Jones
elected to play for MSU after BREAKS RECORD — A LeMoyne-Owen College freshman,
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
leaving lllinois behind the Aiiihrol.e Bennett who attended Northside High, set a meet
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
infamous "slush fund" scand- and field record Saturday in Southwestern's Invitational
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
al. Jones, now a resident of Las Track Meet by running the 440 in :48.8 over a wet track.
Vegas and married to Martyna The LeMoyne-Owen Magicians finished third in the meet
MONEY LOANED
Haynes the nice of famous with 53 points. Southwestern was first with 08 points, I. Tdribbler
M a r ques Haynes, Martin second with 82, and Lanibuth fourth with 21.
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
regrets he made that decision
176 a 178 BEALE STREET JA6-5300 not to negotiate with the ABA
•
team. His final season with
MSU set off a chain of unpleasantries which ultimately led
to his being booted off the team
•
with two other Tigers for cur•
few violations in St. Louis and
•
gave momentum to the crusade
•
to ouster Coach Moe lba who
• If You Have Any Trouble What SI ever
was replaced in March by
The Magicians qf LeMoyne- the shot put: Alvia•Clark was
Gene Bartow.
In Getting Driver licenst
•
Owen College attracted atten- fifth in the discuss toss;
I Other Memphians on pro tion Saturday even though Russell
Floyd was third and
rosters include Bobby Smith, they finished third in South-;W.
'XXADIAN ttiiiSSt
•
Liggins fourth in the mile
San Diego, Rick Roberson, Los western's Invitational Track
•
run: Willis was fourth in the
Angeles, and Mike Butler of Meet.
•
Varnemrtn isms.
440-yard dash; Oliver was third
New Orleans. Roberson, who Southwestern won its own
in the 100-yard dash; S. Hayfilled in for Wilt Chamberlain meet in rain and mud with 98
4
"•11111uscririsist
slett was fourth in the 880after the "Big Dipper" was!points, UT-Martin was second
yard run: Oliver was fifth in
with 82. LeMoyne-Owen. third,440-yard hurdles and Floyd
with 53, and Lambuth, fourth,'was second in the three-mile
with 21.
run.
CANADIAN WHISKY—A 6(E110 OF SELECTED WHISKIES. SIX YEARS OLD 86.8 PROOF. SEAGRAM DISTILLERS CO., N.Y.C.
IteMpyne - Owen's freshman, Ribert
Ambrose Bennett, who prepped Moyne-Ow Manning is the Leen track coach.
at Northside High, won the
For Complete
440 in :48.8. setting a meet
Quality Service, Local .and field record.
The Magicians' 440-sari reLong Distant and
lay team, with William Oliver,
Storage,
George Wooten. Ed Davis and
Call 527-5297 for
Jesse Chapman. ran the distance in :43.1 tying the meet
FreeEstimates
mark.
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
Ed Davis, of LeMoyne Owen won the 100-yard dash in
493 S. Mom St.
1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE
1620 MADISON
:10.2 and Jesse Chapmiin
also a Magician, won the 221
(WHITEHAVEN)
in :22.5.
The Magicians also won the
mile relay with E. Willis, Ben5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
nett, Davis and Chapman doing
Opeu 24 HRS.
the stretch in 3:27.2.
CAN YOU USE
Oliver was third in the long
Ln A DAY
All Jobs are Guaranteed
jump and fourth in the triple
MORE
Be
sure
to save your Cash Register Receipts.
jump. Davis was fifth in

Music And Art (
GettheBest
Festival Staged
Used CarsFrom the
Get MoreDealer!
At Lincoln School

Sport Horizon

ISffER

•

Buy U.S. Bonds

NA

THAN'S
LOAN FFICE

I-0 Freshman Breaks
Meet-field Record

LEARN TO DRIVE

Seagram's
V.O.

Tonight's the night to discover
the Smooth Canadian.
Seagram's V.O. Canadiari.
Known by the company it keeps.

Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600

,^

MOVING?

MAID

- .........
(Soul Operated)

MID-SOUTH'S FINEST

MOST COMPLETE SUPER MARKETS

Chicago-Boston
New York
Ages-18-65
Salary $55- $100 Wkly.

EAST

SOUTH

MIDTOWN

CLOSED SUNDAY

CASH?
Cg CONVENIENTCE
LOCATIONSLOCATIONS

—Write_

Maids
712 West Mobile St.
Florence, Ala. 35630
"No Connection With ABC in Memphis"

ABC

HERE FOLKS LIKE YOU
GET PREFERENTIAL
SERVICE

S6,000 per week available for your favorite charity!

Other Car Renters
answer to the
home office.
Carl Carson
answers to you.

U.S.D.A.

CHOICE

center cut chuck

Heavy Beef
Roast

Dukes
per lb.

/

7940 Mayonnaise

Harvest-Ripe Irregular Sliced Elberta

Since 1945 . . .

5 Locations

offers
Spring Values
This Week

Reasons Why It Pays To Check With
ACE Appliance Before You Buy!!
MEMPISIS OWNED AND OPERATED
N CONVENIENT PAY PLAN
2 SEVERING 1111111911S AREA SINCE IIMS
7 OPEN MONDAY TNRU SATURDAY IAN m1P
3 OUR OWN SERVICEMEN ARE FACTORY TRAINED s ONE YEAR SERVICE ON CONSOLE COLOR TO NO CHARGE
I RADIO DISPATCHED TRUCKS
I DUALITY PRODUCTS, PENCIL MARI PRICES
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
II NELL LIKETIi PARKING AT ALL S LOCATIONS

Al107M . THE NEWCASTLE

COLOR TV

12" Super
Portable TV
The ROAMER A1331

Apia
Chicken
Noodle d/4=7
VegglI:z2/2540

ip 1/4 Pork
Loin

Cal-Ida Genuine Idaho
Frozen Crinkle Cut

FRED MONTESI
Country Style Pure Pork

3-Limit

3-Limit 61
/
2 or.
Honey Suckle
Self-rising

Meal

Now enjoy easy roon,to-room
mobility with this decorator-compact table model color TV that is
feature-packed with Zenith quality.

GAS RANGE
36"series

$3671
Since 1945 . .
We service
17 radio dispatched
service trucks

ONLY

5 Locations

A 1 CTE
ArPLIANCE

CO.

16995
MODEL GRJ-1612
1431 SUMMER
3244406

5237 POPLAR 3111 THOMAS(HWY 51 N)
682 1661
358 4585
2574 LAMAR 4255 HWY. 51 S
Orders by Where
1435310
I al liesisllerte ponvery
396-0915

390

Flour

5 Lb. Bag
11 az
Box

Rey noWs Aluminum

121
/
2, oz. Box

Johnson Flavor

39cp

Pork
Chops

Furniture Polish
New Quick-Kick

Drinks

394

7 oz.

670

Quick Energy Thirst Quencher

at. Btl. 29c

Southern Bell

FRED MONTESI
Reg. or Thick
2 Lb.P1ig.1.35
Sliced Tray Pak lb.

Beef Chicken,
Turkey Salisbury 11 oz.35

Pizza

BACON

.NI0

THE LINDEN S2960W

Lb.

Appian Way Regular

5 Lb. Bag

Cake Mix
.......

Margarine

SAUSAGE Wrap
21b. bag 89$

Royal Cheese

se-tx

Fleischmann's soft

Dinnci

Tuna

Lightweight, Super portable, Perfect for porch, patio, den, bedroom
or anywhere, Beautifully molded
cabinet has super conventent builtin carry handle and comes in four
contemporary color combinations.

64 oz. Btl.

Morton

Delmonte Lightmeat Chunk

DIAG.
74 sq. in
picture

7050

Ends & Center Mixed

Sacramento Calif. in heavy syrup

19995

BIG-SCREEN 18"

Peaches
19*
Texize
CHITTERLINGS
Tomato
Sauce 68-17,irriit 6/390 io )b. pail 2.65 Fluff Rinse
Soup

48 oz. Jar

Kraft 1000

29 oz. Can
3 Limit
Sacramento California
Packed

Campbell's

Charming Early American styled cabinet ,n
genuine Maple veneers and select hardwood
wills exclusive of decorative front. Tape Input/
Output tacks plus prov,sron for optional e.tens,on speakers wrth optional adapter

Prices in the ad effective noon, April 30 thru
midnight May 7th.
We reserve the
right to limit quantities. None sold to dealer5.

6940

Smoked
Hams
Shank portion Lb.

49

Domino or Godchaux

SUGAR 5

With Coupon and 5.00 additional purchase

With this coupon and 5.00 additional purchase excluding value of coupon merchandise (fresh milk products and tobacco also excluded in compliance with state law).
Courson expires noon Wednesday,May 6th

l

.441970.

One coupon per family per week

-,COUPON

11
9P
747

•

•

